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North Saanich council’s 
“ A ” Committee
recommended on Monday 
that the bequest of some 
five acres of waterfront 
property from the estate of 
the late Henry Stonestreet 
Hoffar be accepted for a 
future park and wildlife 
sanctuary.
The properly, located 
behind the Kiwanis’ Village 
on MacDonald Park Road 
at the boundary with the 
town of Sidney, is 
timbered, but has a cottage 
on it, a breakwater with 
shelter for two boats, 
marine ways and a 
workshop.
Full acquisition of the 
property, however, is not 
immediate, but is subject to 
an interest of tenure for life 
by the late Mr. Hoffar’s 
daughter who now resides 
there. If the bequest is not 
accepted by North Saanich, 
then, the property would be 
offered to the provincial 
government and, if further 
rejected, would revert to the 
Hoffar estate.
Problems foreseen by 
“A” Committee in 
accepting the bequest were
that North Saanich already 
had some 25 acres of 
parkland in the near vicinity 
and in addition there was 
the provincial government’s 
campsite and green belt 
lands. Also, the future u.se 
as a park would be 
restricted by its dedication 
as a wildlife preserve. In the 
meanwhile there were 
questions of maintenance 
and repair and municipal 
taxes to resolve.
Looking into the future, 
however, the municipal 
planning consultant, Mr. 
Kces Van Wes.son. told the 
committee that while there 
was no need now for the 
park property, it could 
become a priceless asset in 
time since this area will be 
subject to intense urban 
development, especially just 
across the boundary in 
Sidney. Perhaps, Van 
Wesson surmised. North 
Saanich and Sidney could 
make joint use of it.
Having considered the 
pros and cons the 
committee decided to 
recommend acceptance 
subject to clarification of 
certain terms in the beque.st.
Season Premiere For
Sidney Hula Dancers
ESTABLISHED 1912 20 CENTS
Sidney Council Unswayed 
By Developer’s Broadside
By PAT MURPHY
The action of town council in placing a 
moratorium on rezoning and multiple family 
development in Sidney was described on 
Monday as “typical of the ever-growing 
cancerous bureaucracy that is ruining this 
beautiful coutitry.”
In a letter to the mayor and council, signed by 
I'lank Bernard, president of Picadilly 
Apartments Ltd., of Vancouver, council was 
told that “.such cavalier attitudes in dealing with 
the property rights of others, so prevalent in 
Canada and British Columbia in particular, is 
stilling growth and development so necessary 
for the next generation, but is, no doubt in 
accordance with the philosophy of most of 
you.”
The Sidney Serenaders 
and Silver Threads Hula 
Dancers staged their first 
concert of the season last 
week and the show was 
filmed by a local 
production company for a 
later telecast on CBC.
T Filfned* portions- of ' the 
concert will appear in a 
five-part special on senior 
citizens in Canada, 
scheduled for airing later 
this fall.
The Hula Dancers 
opened the show, dancing 
to six numbers sung by 
Adele Jackson with piano 
accompaniment by Joan 
Dear. The ladies learned to 
hula danee in their keep-fit 
class and also perform the 
can-can on Klondike Night.
The nearly 100 spectators 




Sidney’s Gus Cormier i.s 
proud of his performance at 
the P6rt Angles Open Nine 
Ball Tournament, even if he 
did finish out of the
money.
‘“I sltould liave lost my 
opening round and faced 
easier competition in the 
playdowns,” Gus said. He 
finished IHih while only the 
top 15 collected prize 
money, If he’d been beaten 
in the eariy rounds his 
chances of finishing in tlie 
money would have been 
much better, Gus says.
Cormier Was eliminated 
from the lournament by the 
eventual champion, Jim 
Mataya, I I games to 5. 
Gus’ five wins agaiiisi 
Malaya were respectable 
considering many con- 
icsiants failed to even lyin 
one game.
Before he was eliminated, 
Conner ‘ distinguished 
him.sclf by beating former 
world champion Dan 
Louie,
concert by the Sidney 
Sereanders with solo’s by 
Harold Howard, Frank 
Aldridge and; Rcnie 
Hutton. Netta Palmer, 
who’s seen 90, gave an 
amusing reading on snoring 
and the difficulties it causes 
in'maf ried 1 i ‘ ; ' ’ ’; 
T Sue; Howard on piano, 
Ken Aberdeen on trombone 
and Sid Jackson on violin 
accompan i ed t he 
Serenaders.
The Grandads Trio, Ken 
Aberdeen, Jim Hancock 
and Stanley Ureti, provided 
the , two song interlude 
during the Serenader’s 
concert.
The Sidney Serenaders 
will give a concert every 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the 
Sidney Silver Threads 
building, 100.J0 Resthaven 
Drive, as well as travelling 
to other senior citizens 
centres, hospitals, rest 
homes and anywhere free 
entertainment is required,
KEM ABERDEEN put down his trombone and sang along with Sidney 
Serenaders at Friday afternoon concert. 5//> 7/ICA:50V fiddles along in 
the background. ^ ^
Historical Plaque May;
Have MucE Huture-
Sidney council agreed oh 
Monday night .;;toV a 
suggestion that a plaque be’ 
placed on the one-time 
home of Genera! Sir Arthur 
Currie but what it 
apparently didn’t know was 
that the building is likely to 
be pulled down within a 
year.
Mrs. J. W. Gibbs wrote to 
say that Mrs. Cuthbertson, 
of the Sidney Museum, and 
the tiiembcrs of the Sidney 
and North Saanich 
Hisioriciil Society agreed 
that there should be plaques 
on .Sidney houses where 
famous Canadians once 
lived,
Houses were: 2521 
Beacon Avenue where 
General Sir. Arthur Currie
lived Irom 1894 to ,1896, 
when he taught at Sidney' 
Elementary School, and 
9704 Third Street w'here Dr. 
John Maeoiin lived from 
1912 until his death in 1920.
Dr. Macoun was a 
pioneer Canadian naturalist 
who took part in the initial 
expeditions to determine a 
route for the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. He was 
assistant director and 
naturalist to the Geological 
Survey of Canada from 
1887 to 1920. Me lived on 
Third Street from 1912imtil 
his death in 1920.
Present owner of the 
building is George Clark
'fhe Beacon Avenue 
properly is now occupied by
;;the. BdlLl^qy ■ Barbertshop;; 
’operated by. Rick Brintnel!. 
It is owned by Hon. Lowe 
proprietor; of Sidney 
Super foods wijich is in the 
middle of a reconstruction 
program. A new, large store 
to the rear of the present 
premises w'ill be opened in a 
couple of months and the 
present edifice razed.
The lot west of the 
standing store is in the 
process of demolition. 
Eventually the buildings 
further to the west, 
including the barber shop, 
will be torn down and a row 
of five stores, facing south 
anbd adjacent to a ,new 
parking lot serving the 
whole complex, will be 
built.
The Picadilly develop­
ment, which has been 
presented by the Victoria 
engineering firm Ker 
Priestman and Associates, 
seeks permission for a 75- 
unit condominium on 3.3 
acres on White Birch Road 
in Sidney. It also seeks 
closure of the short right- 
of-way extending nor­
thward from White Birch 
Road.
The development was 
stalled by the recent 
decision of council to 
impose a moratorium until 
revision of the Sidney 
Community Plan which 
may take some six months 
before presentation and 
ratification.
‘‘This socialistic 
philosophy, so prevalent in 
Canada, is driving countless 
younger frustrated 
Canadians to invest their 
energies, talents and 
resources in other coun­
tries,’’the letter states; ;
“We firmly believe that 
..our;children ;, a|id, . your 
fchildren must have the same 
right of choice to live in this 
area, or any area, that all 
of us did. They, too, have a 
right to a home in the land 
of their choice. More 
especially as we, have so 
much land!’’
, The , angry letter con­
tinues with the statement 
that developers are not the 
ogres “you love to depict.” 
Developers built all of the 
beautiful cities, the 
province and the country. 
They brought into being the 
highest standard of living in 
the world at a cost within 
reach of most people.
Professional planners 
haven’t helped further this 
goal. They are in fact.
ruining it for the next 
generation, the letter states.
The early settlers didn’t 
say to developers; “Go 
away — we have enough 
people Here now — we must 
preserve what we have for 
us alone.”
No, says the letter, they 
built and planned well 
(without professional
phmncrs as we know them 
today) and provided the 
necessary seivices foi all 
those who wished to come 
and settle here — anti the 
new arrivtils paid for these 
services with their ttixes.
And that’s whtii council 
should be doing, Berttrd 
siiid assisting rttiher than 
hindering developers.
“Time rncitns nothing to 
politicians, most of whom 
have never built oi created 
anything in their entire lives 
— but time is critical to the 
economic lifcblcvod of the 
country. To arbitraiily 
impose a moratorium of 
four months or longer on
the private properly of an 
individual or a ctrrporation, 
that has in every other way 
met zoning retiuiremcnis, is 
a serious infringements of 
civ il rights.”
Retracing negolialions. 
with town council, the 
Vtmeouver firm said that 
following rejection of the 
linn’s proposal for a land 
use contract, Ker Priestman 
supplied a site plan and 
reviewed the proposal 
indicating in all respects 
that it conformed to the 
town zoning bylaw.
1 he new site plan was 
presented to a closed




This will be the topic 
discussed at a public 
meeting at the Travelodge 
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, 
Sept. 28.
The meeting is called by 
the Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce and will be 
chaired by chamber 
member Larry Scott. Each 
of the three regional board 
representatives in Saanich 
Peni nsula wi 11 be invited to 
speak for three minutes and 
there vy il Lb.e a contributiqn 
froirivlT^ajik i^Heinnch; of 
LATkAC (Land bvznefs 
and Taxpayers Right 
Association Committee).
High Taxes Forced




program co-ordinator for 
Central Saanich Parks and 
Recreation Department, 
told The Review that he is 
interested in receiving “feed 
back” from senior citizens 
in the municipality 
regarding the formation of 
a senior citizens’ social club 
under sponsorship of the 
department. Those 
jntere.sted may phone him 
at 652-3631 — a 24-hour
answering service.
Taxes have increased to 
the point where he lms been 
forced to clo.se his business, 
said L. . Mike Nunn, 
president of Shoreline 
Metalcraft Ltd., in a letter 
to Sidney town council, 
read at Monday night’s 
meeting.
Taxes on the property 
have gone from $1,093.00 
in 1976 to $2,617 in 1977 to 
$4,773 in 1978, Nunn’s 
letter said. In the light of 
the dramatic increase he 
contacted the provincial 
assessment authority and 
was told that the land value 
on the property at 2072 
Henry would be amended 
upward but that this woud 
not represent a substant ial 
tax boost.,-
“As you can see the taxes 
have increased to the pdint 
; where ;I;haye:becn forced; to;, 
; clo.se ddvVh' my busitiess‘;^s l ’ 
jrannot; afford: ; th 
overhead. I have also found 
that any increase in rent to 
my tenant, which is the only 
form of revenue from that 
property, will ultimately 
force his closure as well as 
the amount necessary to 
offset the taxes is so high,” 
Nunn stated in his letter.
Revenue from the 
property is $9,720, Nunn 
said out of which all ex­
penses, including mortgage 
payments, had to be met. 
He then found that the 
provincial government 
levied a land lax of ap­
proximately half of the 
total revenue.
“My only other alter­
native is sale of the properly 
which i.s pioving equally as 
difficult because of the cost 
of operating a business in 
this area and, of couf.se, the 
high taxes.”
, ‘.‘1 find the answer to be 
quite obvious and, 
therefore at this lime, 
would like to give notice 
that the taxes cannot be 
paid until something 
definite is done about the 
problem,” Nunn stated.
He was, he added, in' 
complete- support of the; 
newly-formed ratepayers’ 
associatiori and Resolution 
13 prepared by them to 
ultimately freeze all taxes. ;;
He called ; for m 
referendurn to give contfol: 
o f a 11 go vern rn enf spending, 
which was completely dut; 
of control, back to the 
people where it belonged.-.; -
Meinbers; of ebuheU^ 
hot; unsympathetic to the 
pi ight of tax payers/ "said 
Aid; Rosk Martin, but; it 
seemed that council vvak 
being made the whipping 
boy in a matter over which 
it has absolutely no control. 
This was strictly d 
provincial matter.
Factors in the high taxes 
were the provincial change 
in assessment practice over 
which the municipalities 
had no control, the epn- 
struclion of a new building 
on the Nunn properly and 
the fact that it was in an 
industrial area and so 
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Do billboards on the Fat 
Bay Highway have any 
redeeming value?
If you di.scuss the issue 
with Gus Underwood, 
manager of the Tsawout 
Band on whose land ihc 
signs are located, you may 
decide that they're not .such 
an pycsorc after all,
“I don't like billboards 
any more than ihe average




i-'f I .ilftlAi:;! K'l;.!?“iiiSil
Tsawout Indians Sign Up
molori.sl,” Gus says, "but I 
have a responsibility to look 
after baiuL members ami, 
if that involves pulling up 
billboards for a short 
period of time, ilien that’s 
what wc'll do,”
The operative word is 
short, While some people 
tnay Hot consider 10 or 20 
years ti short period of lime, 
Gus figures it is when one is
trying to wean people from 
years of governnienl 
support to tin economically 
sound, self-siippoi ling 
band'.
“Two of the billboards 
are tin land that belong to 
old age pensioners wltli no 
income other than their 
pensions and one is on the 
land of a family with 15 
dopeiulenis,” C'nis says.
“The lease nioney comes 
iusi before Christmas and 
allows the family to pay 
some bills and enjoy a 
Christmas that most people 
take for granted.''
Gus acknowledges that 
the right to lease billboards 
is a privilege but stresses the 
fact that the band doesn’t 
take advantage of il.
“Many people want to put 
up signs but wc control il to 
the point where it is not 
idnised,” he .says. “It's our 
intention that these 
billboards be no eyesore 
and kept to a high 
standard,"
The bund considers the 
signs a short-term route to a 
decent standard of living
until they arc organized 
enough to make better use 
of the land. The band 
is at the stage of trying to 
develop individual initiative 
which will, in turn, benefit 
the band, “If parents arc on 
welfare, then their children 
arc likely to follow them,'' 
Gus says. But if the parents 
have a tiade or a business 
then their children are much
more likely to become 
productive members of 
society."
Il was the encouragement 
he received at home that 
was responsible lor him 
finishing school and 
studying economics at 
university, Cms said. He 
wbrkcd for the Bank of 
Montreal for a while then
bundtook the job as 
manager In IQ’IO.
“The ball Is rollittg 
now,” lie says,“Wc’vc got 
carpcniets, upholstcrcrtt, 
social workers and othcf 
imdcsmen, The bond is 
beginning to develop. Soon 
the road signs will be 
eliminated and the 





COLOR TELEVISION THE ADMIRAL WAY
STARFIRE 20”
! The ADMIRAL colour portable that’s 
equipped with PUSHBUTTON 
ELECTRONIC REMOTE CONTROL 





True Admiral performance and reliability, 
with the S5000 100% Solid State Colour 
Portable Chassis and Precision In Line 
Nogallvo Black Matrix picture tube-all 
handaomely presented in a rugged walnut 
grained polystyrene cabinet
THE KEY TO 
GREATER SAVINGS















Saanich School District 
Trustees encountered 
seemingly insurmountable 
problems at their board 
meeting Monday night' 
trying to transfer students, 
teachers and fractions of 
teachers around the 
Peninsula to balance 
enrolments and pupil- 
teacher ratios.
A delegation of parents 
from Royal Oak delivered 
an emotional plea to leave 
things as they are at Royal 
Oak Elementary. The 
parents feel that Royal Oak 
has been getting the raw end 
of the stick for years, and 
the board’s latest plans to 
transfer a male teacher out 
of Royal Oak is just 
another act of persecution.
The board delayed its 
decision on which teacher 
would be transferred out of 
Royal Oak, but did decide 
to transfer one.
The only adjustment on 
which the board couldn’t 
make a final decision was at
Sansbury. There is a 
student surplus there and 
the board can’t make a 
decision on which students 
to transfer to McTavish 
until they have reviewed 
geographic boundaries.
Other adjustments were a 
change in the kindergarten 
teacher’s assignment to 
half-days at Lochside; 
transfer one teacher in to 
Saanichton; the language 
arts teacher at Brentwood is 
to be made available at 
Durrance on request: 
transfer one teacher in to 
North Saanich: and provide 
a kindergarten teacher and 
aid at Deep Cove.
Enrolment in elementary 
schools is up 57 and 
secondary schools 18 from 
last year. The total increase 
of 75 students will be 
managed by the addition of 
1.2 teachers. The pupil- 
teacher ratio for the entire 
district is 19.2 pupils to 
each teacher.
COUNCIL UNSWA YED 
BY LETTER
Continued from Page 1 
meeting of council 
development committee 
and the firm was led to 
believe that rezoning of the 
firm’s property would be 
tied to a development cost 
charge bylaw but not to 
revision of the community 
plan;
Company representatives 
were “startled and 
disappointed’’ to learn, at a 
subsequent council 
meeting, that no further 
readings were to be con­
sidered in the light of the 
imposed moratorium.
“We are highly cricical of 
your council’s policy of 
holding in-camera meetings 
and feel that we have been 
misled and unfairly treated 
in/ the handling / of our 
proposal,” the letter stated.
/^Idermanic response to 
the letter was comparatively 
m i I d. A1 d e r m a n ,, jRo s s 
Mhrtin balked at the
“cancerous bureaucracy” 
phrase pointing out that if 
the writer wanted to see 
“cancerous” slums he 
should go to the outskirts of 
Caracas and 'Other cities 
which have been developed 
without planning.
He was surprised, Martin 
said, that huge corporate 
realty companies, all of 
which planned, were 
following a “socialistic 
philosophy.”
And, he continued, take 
a look at the west end of 
Vancouver, False Creek, 
Gastown and Victoria’s 
Inner Harbor if you wanted 
to see the fesults of building 
without plan.
What council did, m 
rebuttal, was to solidly 
reaffirm its position on the 
declaration of a 
moratorium; This firm; 
intention will be conveyed 
to. Picadilly Apartments 
Ltd. by letter. ■ ’
Walter Staub,P.M.C.V.- B.M.- B.C.R.S.
j"-:/^^"'V'AND-AsSOCIATE./.--;'^.'
European Trained Piano Tuners and Technicians 
Conservatory of Zurich and Vienna 
20 Years on Saanich Peninsula 
Authorized Heinzman and Baldwin Technicians and 
Tuner for leading Music Teachers.
Music Tuition in Modern Studio 
Wind Instruments and Keyboards 
Beginner to Diploma Standard
652-2476 if
SIDNEY KINSMEN UNIRLERS 
and DRUM CORPS
REGISTRATION:
FOR BOYS and! GIRLS
Sidney Elementary School 
Thursday, Sept., 7th and Nth,




5 YEARS ANDOVER 
4 YEARS AND OVER
10 YEARS AND OVER
For Further Information Call: 
656-5295 or 656-4429
FIREPLACE
A spneious wood burnlna 
(iteplBCo thitl hwilK In a 
oomplolo cirelti liloal (or 
larqn rooma whora you can 
anjoy « crauklino ,wooc) 
(iro In n eojy atmoiphore, 
Tho Blnrn CJnmInI (Iroplmai 
ts availablia , (reomandiotli 
luinti If din tho cpllino or 
mounted on a masonry 
hearth
Franklin Stove
Tradillonnl in apiJonranco 
but (unchona like a modwn 
(iroplaco, Tho Blaia Frartk- 
lln Stove btonda hoautifully 
with » period ditcor or ac> 
canta tho modorn, A wood 






ArI{ tilrotif onr !''lr«'{ilnfo/l'’orpnfa Crtrivorrlrm ■
Many other unllk lo choose frftin.
SECOND STAGE TREATMENT given 
sewage at the Fifth Street plant in Sidney 
means that air under pressure is pumped into 
the collected waste as it is processed from one 
tank to another. Action of oxygen neutralizes
the solids in the sewage after which the 
effluent, sometimes as much as 95 per cent 
free of offensive matter, is pumped out to 
sea. (Review Photo.)
Sidney Sewage Treatment Plant 
A Rose Mr Anx Other Name?
By
PAT MURPHY 
That offensive smell at 
the south end of Fifth Street 
is not caused by the sewage 
treatment plant which 
serves Sidney — it comes 
from a sewage-filled ditch 
across the road from the 
installation.
.Chief Engineer for the 
Capital Regional District 
Norman Howard also says 
that Sidney’s plant, which 
may at times give off a 
musty but not an offensive 
srhell, can, with the ad­
dition of more “pods” 
easily handle waste disposal 
from a population of 
10,000 or more.
: Sidney has two options, 
Howard says. _ The 
municipality can add to the 
. present plant- at»its present 
/.location or'it can move the 
plant further away from the 
settled area of the town and 
make additions in the new 
site.
The ditch from which the 
stink emanates, Howard 
says, is filled with sewage 
which has either leaked 
from the collection .system 
or been discharged directly 
into the ditch and which is 
the responsibility of the 
municipality rather than the 
regional district.
The Sidney collection and 
distribution sy.stcm is, in 
fact, defective, Howard 
says. It is old and a lot of 
storm water leaks into the 
sewage lines.
Recently Dr. William 
Stewart director of the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences, 
.said that sewage ircatmciu 
plants for Clover Point in 
Victoria and other Victoria 
outfall points, where some 
10,()(K),(K)0 to 12,0tX).(XK) 
gallons of sewage is 
discharged daily, were quite 
unnecessary. Me .saiil that 
the action of the ocean, 
which takes care of vast 
masses of waste from its 
own denizens, was ((iiitc 
capable of sanitizing all the 
waste dumped into the sea 
by man.
Dr. Stewart, said Mr. 
Howard, was "light on.” 
Zeroing in on Sidney he 
said that the discharge point 
for titc Sidney outfall is 
2,500 feet out to sea and 
that the ocean would take 
care of sanitizing all the 
waste, and much more, that 
would be produced in this 
rmmieipality. 'Htai went 
also for North and Central
Saanich outfalls.
Commenting on the 
division of authority 
regarding the whole sewage 
complex in the Saanich 
Peninsula, Howard said 
that the Capital Regional 
District was respoinsible for 
the Central Saanich 
Pollution Control Centre 
which discharges off Island
View Beach, the North 
Saanich Bazan Bay 
treatment plant, which 
discharges into Bazan Bay, 
and the Sidney plant which 
discharged into the Straits 
south of Sidney.
The reason why the 




In Victoria, B.C. on 
September 5th, 1978, Mr. 
Roy Maurice Aikenhead, 
aged 65. He leaves his 
loving wife, Helen, at 
home; son, Keith; Biggar, 
Sask ; daughter and son-in- 
law, Karen and Don Howie; 
granddaughters, Casey and 
Corri APB? GBlgary.' 
Alberta; and brother,
M a 1 c o 1 m , S a r a s o t a 
Florida.
Mr. Aikenhead was born 
in Arborg, Manitoba in 
1913, moving to Saskat­
chewan in 1939, from 1941 
to 1946 he was the con­
ductor of the Saskatoon 
Kinsmen Male Choir, 
performing many concerts 
in Alberta, Sask. and 
Manitoba Armed Services 
bases, fund raising con­
certs, radio broadcasts, etc. 
From 1942 to 1957 he was 
Executive Director of the 
Saskatchewan Association 
of Music Festivals with the 
Extension Department of 
the University of Sask.
As Director in Saskat­
chewan, he also held a 
position of Vice President 
of the Canadian Federation 
of Music Festivals.
During this time he 
founded the Kinsmen 
Celebrity Concert Scries in 
Saskatoon in 1944, which 
enjoyed great success and 
which he continued to 
inaimgc umil 19.‘j7. He also 
managed the Saskatoon 
Symphony from 1946 to 
1948. I'rom 1947 to 1949 he 
was President of the 
Saskatchewan Arts Council 
dining which time he played 
a itari in founding what is 
now the Saskaicltewan Arts 
Board. He was inaiiager of 
the Southern Alberta 
.luhilec Auditorium in 
Calgary. Alberta from 1957 
tol964,
In 1958 lu; became a 
member of the Inier- 
natioiuil Association of 
Auditorium Managers, 
serving six years as district
Vice President, and two 
years as Director at Large, 
and on various committees. 
In 1964 he accepted an 
invitation to come to 
saskatoon as Project 
Director and Consultant in 
planning the Saskatoon 
Centennial Auditorium, 
and remained to manage its 
operatio,n;;;,,'.,_,„^j,,
During this tinie''he'also 
acted " “as 'part-time 
Administrative Consultant 
to the Manitoba Centennial 
Center in Winnipeg, and as 
consultant to the Saskat­
chewan Center of the Arts 
in Regina.
Service in the Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Friday, September 
8th, 1978, at 3:00 p.m. Rev 
R. H. Pratt officiated. 
Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the charity of their 
choice.
SCOTT
In' Saancihton, B.C. on 
August 26, 1978, Mrs.
Doris .Scott, age 82 years. 
Born in Grimsby, Ontario, 
late residence, 2166 Mt. 
Newton Cross Road, 
formerly of Deep Cove and 
Sidney, B.C. for many 
years. She leaves her sister, 
Mrs, Marjorie Reynolds, 
Saaniehton, B.C. Step- 
daughler, Barbara, niece, 
Betty Bisscll, Portland, 
Oregon; nephew, led 
Reynolds, West Vancouver, 
B.C.
Memorial service in the 
Sands Inmcral Cliapcl of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. an 
Tuesday, August 29, 1978 
at I p.tu, Rev, R,H, Prutl 
offielaiing. I'lowers 
graiel'idly declitted, Tltose 
so desiring lutty eontrihute 
to the charily of their 
eholoe.
GEORGE CLARK RESIGNS 
FROM PLANNING COMMISSION
plants and outfalls was that 
it was the only body which 
was entitled to apply to the 
provincial Pollution 
Control Board for a permit 
to discharge sewage into the 
sea.
The regional district 
therefore, was held 
responsible for the 
“cleanliness” of the ef­
fluent dumped into the 
ocean. ^
The Central Saanich 
plant was entitled to dump
300.000 gallons daily; the 
North Saanich plant,
120.000 and the Sidney 
plant 1,300,000.
The municipalities of 
North and Central Saanich 
and Sidney were responsible 
for their own collection and 
treatment plant, Howard 
said. In theory the CRD 
was responsible for “main 
trunks” also but, on the 
Peninsula, these were non­
existent. As a matter of 
economy Central Saanich 
was operating its own 
treatment plant and outfall 
but that situation was likely 
to change. And ultimately, 
the responsibility evolved 
on the CRD.
The secondary treatment 
given sewage at the three 
peninsula plants meant that 
the waste was collected in 
tanks and aerated; Air was 
pumped in under pressure 
and the action of the 
oxygen assisted nature in 
cleansing the sewage. When 
the effluent was discharged 
it was almost totally free of 
contamination.
Resigning from the Town 
of Sidney Advisory 
Planning Commission, 
George Clark said he felt 
that he was wasting his time 
on that body because town 
council was-not letting the 
commission function as it 
should.
He believed that council 
was using the commission 
as “a plaything and as 
puppets on a string.”
Alrhost everything given 
to the commis.sion, Clark 
said, was “a foregone 
conclusion” on the part of 
council.
“Also the ‘old school tic’ 
is beginning to show itself 
in the Commission,” Clark 
said. He did not expand on 
the statement.
Well, said Aid. Ross 
Martin, chairman of the 
commission, Clark was not 
anyone’s “yes man.” He 
was sorry the member had 
not been comfortable but 
he was, as everyone knew, a 
forceful, aggressive per­
sonality with strong 
opinions.
And as for the old school 
tie: “Not me,” said Martin.
Certainly not you,” said 
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis, 
“What tie,”
Clark will be replaced, by 
order of council, by Sidney 
businessman Gerald Flint.
In another appointment 
William Webster was 
confirmed as building 
inspector for the Town of 
^idney. Webster is a retired 
architect who has had 
experience as a building 
inspector in the regional 
district of Comox- 
Strathcona.
PIONEER GIRLS begins
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL 
Across from Capital Market 
On 5lh St.
Tues., Sept. 26 — 6:30p.m. 
Girls - Grades 3-8 — Welcome
Please note change of address to Sidney Bible 










Rum running musical set on the 
Sunshine Coast.
"..... outrageous comedy'.' • Max
Wymdn Voncouver Sun.
“Go see. it....", - Ouzounlan 
CHQM.
September 13 and 14 
8 P.M.
Tickets: $4.50. $5.50 and $6,50 
ore Qvoilable at the McPherson 
Box Office. HillsideTicket Centre 
and at the door. Chargex oc- 
ceptabod.
McPherson Playhouse is 
operotod by tho McPherson 
Foundotion — a non-prof it 
Society dedicated to tho Arts,
Ottawa, August 25, 1978
ISSUE NO. 1
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
OCTOBER 24,1978, 9:00 A.M.
The Canadian Radio television and Telecommunications 
Commission will hold a Public Hearing beginning October 
24, 1978 at the Four Seasons Hotel, 791 Georgia Street 
West, Vancouver, British Columbia to consider the 
tollowing:
PACIFIC REGION
47. SAANICH CABLEVISION LTD., 9769 SECOND 
STREET, SIDNEY. BRITISH COLUMBIA. V8L 3C5
North Saanich, Central Saanich and Sidney, British 
Columbia. (781424700)
Application for renewal of its cable television broad­
casting licence for North Saanich, Central Saanich and 
Sidney, British ColumbiaexpiringMarch 31,1979.





Anyone wishing to comment on an application must 
submit a written intervention which should' contain a 
clear and concise statement of the relevant facts and the 
grounds upon which the intervener's support for, op­
position to, or proposed modification of, the application is 
based. It should also state whether or not the intervener 
wishes to appear at the hearing.
Deadline for receipt of interventions at the Commission 
and with the Applicant: October 4,1978.
To be sent by registered mail or personal delivery to 
Applicant and CRTC Ottawa, Ontario KlA 0N2 with proof 
of service. Interventions must be actually received on the 
specified date, not merely posted on this date.
Examination of Applications and Documents
At local address given in this notice and at the Com­
mission, Central Building, Les Terrasses de la Chaudiere, 
1 PrinciplaeStreet, Room 561, Hull, Quebec.
Applications are also available for examination at the 
Western Regional dffice, 1860-1050 West Pender Street, 
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Rules of Procedure
Further information is outlined in Rules of Procedure 
available for the sum of 35 cents from; The Publishing 
Centre, Printing Centre, Printing and Publishing,’ 
Department of Supply and Services,' 270 Albert Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario. ■ - : , - ^









Consell de la radlodllfusion 














24 D llrmon 6.Vi.l.'D2
Groceries at Discount Prices
★ AMPLE FREE PARKING lir 
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
SIDNEY'S NEWEST and FINEST
RETAILERS -- Bo A Part of Sidnoy's Modorn Two Levol, 
Town Squoro Shopping Compilox.
FOR SALE










£2“ •SPECIALTY & CRAFTS 
•RADIO & ELECTRONICS.
Featuring an attractive, spacious, Glass-covered Mall with Customer Parking.
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Sewer Extensions And Library 
Funding Discussed In Central Saanich
By
TRUDY KEMP
Sewer extensions and 
library funding w'ere 
discussed at Central 
Saanich Council committee 
meetings Monday night.
Aid. Earl Tabor, sewer 
committee chairman, 
reminded council members 
that it is now the policy of 
council to control the 
extension of sewers in the 
municipality rather than 
depending upon developers 
in install them as in the 
past. The municipality will, 
in future, install all sewers 
at its expense and on its 
own time table, charging 
back downstream benefits 
as they come on stream.
With this in mind Aid. 
Tabor recommended to 
council that ' the 
municipality proceed with 
sewer development on 
Stelly’s Ridge as phase one
in its development plan. 
Following completion of 
this, sewer extensions 
would proceed southerly to 
the Keating Crossroad area 
as phase two, and then 
finally include the 
Tomlinson Road area as 
phase three in the plan.
Aid. Tabor reported that 
in the engineering study 
recently completed by 
Graeme and Murray, the 
three phases of 
development would cost 
approximately $685,000 to 
service the 271 lots set out 
in these three areas. From 
the figures shown in the 
preliminary funding 
estimates completed by the 
municipal treasurer Aid. 
Tabor felt the project costs 
would be well within the 
municipality’s capabilities 
of repayment. He pointed 
out that, by taking 
advantage of government 
grants coupled with
offsetting revenue from 
parcel and user charges and 
also from connection 
revenue, the annual costs 
would soon be self- 
liquidating.
The chair m a n
recommended that council 
initiate steps to extend 
sewer to these areas as soon 
as possible by getting in 
touch with people 
concerned.
‘ ‘ Biirri ng an>■
objections.” he said, “this 
would allow couneil to 
control development in an 
orderly fashion and permit 
it to retire the sewer debt. It 
would tilso allow growth 
within the limits of the 
Cont m unity Flan and 
further allow developers to 
schedule their phases to 
conform with council’s 
steps of development.”
Council me mbet s 
indicated approval of the 
recommendations set out bv
Aid. Tabor. The proposals 
will be dealt with further at 
a regular council meeting 
and in connection with this 
Mayor .lean Butler 
requested the chairman 
compile a report dealing 
with anticipated growth in 
the areas to be sewered.
.Aid. Tabor, who is also 
ehtiirman of the libraiy 
cotnmittee, told council 
Monday that the new 
prosincial funding formula 
for public libraiies will be 
seen in the Vancouver 
Island Regional l.ibrary 
System of which the 
municipality is a part, tisihe 
new book stock i net eases. 
T his yetir’s budget now calls 
for S4.t2,0tX) and next year 
is projected at $450,OIX).
Aid. Tabor also pointed 
inst that Mary Kierirans, 
head librarian, has started a 
librarv in the Feninsuhi
New Home Property Fencing Regulations
Hospital and it is now being 
operated by the Hospital 
Auxiliary. The present 
stock includes about. 1500 
books, mostly in large 
print, with a large 
percentage of children’s 
book. Cassettes arc also 
available in the hospital 
library.
He said that a librarian 
w ho .specializes in children’s 
book has been hired.
“It is hoped that she will 
soon be on the job here in 
the Peninsula because we 
feel that this will pay large 
dividends in the years to 
come,” continued Aid. 
Tabor.
Turther library news 
indicates a story hoitr for 
pre-school children at 
Brentwood Branch every 
Wcdtiesdtiy from Oct. 11 to 
Nov. 29. Brentwood’s 
circulation for August was 
showed highest monthly 
total to date with 6,000 
borrowings. This compares 
with the 1977 total of 
55,000 for th entire vear.
Consolidation into one 
uniform bylaw of municipal 
regulations for fencing and
screening on residential 
properties, now contained 
in five separate and
differing sections of various 
bylaws, will be 
recommended to North 
Saanich Council by its “A”
committee.
The new by-law stipulates 
a maximum height of six 
feet for fences across the 
backs of residential 
properties and along the 
sides as far as the building 
setback line. For frontages 
and sides to the building 
line, the maximum height is 
five feet except for corner
Boys And Girls Club 
Has Fall Program
Members of Central 
Saanich Boys and Girls 
Club are busy putting 
together an exciting fall 
program for the youth of 
the municipality.
Floor hockey,
gymnastics, sailing, boxing, 
archery, model airplane
building' and arts and crafts 
are only a few of the many 
proposed activities. The 
popular camping and 
biking trips held during the 
summer will also continue
on into late fall.
Plans are also underway 
to hold bi-monthly teen 
dances in Brentwood 
Community Hall.
Date set for first set of 
the programs is Sept. 25 
and registrations will be 
accepted on opening 
afternoon or evening of 
each activity. For further 
information on these 
programs call 652-5721 or 
383-1101. Details; on the 
teen dances 'will be 
circulated in local schools.
properties. Since even a five 
foot fence will obscure 
vision at intersections, 
fcticc height is restricted to 
three feet for 75 feet from 
the centre lines of the street, 
or else a five foot fence 
across the come within 
those limits.
The planning consultant 
told “A” Committee the 
proposed bylaw contained
basic regulations for all 
resitlential properties. 
There was a- liberal 
interprettition of what 
constituted a fence and 
fencing materials were not 
specified. Fences, lie said, 
were not obligatory and he 
emphasiz.ed that no fences 
or other structures were to 
be allowed on municipal 
road allowances.
TWO POODLES were clipped, shampooed, and 
permed before competing for prizes in Dog Show held 
over rhe weekend abSancha Hall. ' A c
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../f 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE
Wherever you move the Welcon„j 
Wajon hostess is the rifht person to 




.Sidney ‘ . 656-2478
Brentwood 652-2384
CENTRAL SAANICH POLICE
Thieves stole a boat but 
left the oars on Brentwood 
Drive Sept. 9. The missing 
boat, valued at $150, has 
not yet been recovered.
Police were called to 
West Saanich and Clarke 
Roads Sept. 10 on a 
complaint of cars racing. 
When a constable arrived, 
the racing had stopped but 
the suspected racers were 
squealing tires. A ticket was 
issued for unnecessary 
noise.
A suspected prowler was 
reported in Grouse Lane the 
night of Sept. 10. Police 
investigated.
Three new Indian 
sweaters were found in a 
garbage can in Brentwood 
Bay on Sept. 10. Central 
Saanich Police are in 
possession of them and 
anyone who has lost one 
should report to the police 
station.
The light airplane towing 
a banner for Fun City was 
accused of flying too low. 
Police investigated the 
matter but satisfied the 
plane was at a legal altitude 
and no charges were laid.
Chief Miles wishes to 
remind motorists that 
scliool is is back in now and 
great care must be taken
when approaching a school 
bus from the from or 
behind. When schoolbus 
red lights are flashing, 
motorists approaching 
them both directions must 
stop umil the red lights are 
turned off.
Brentw'ood Bay motorists 
arc reminded that the 
intersection of West 
Saanich Road and Wallace 
Drive is now a four-way 
stop. Chief Miles .says many 
Brentwood Bay motorists 
are forgetting this or 
remembering it loo late and 
continue through the 
intersection without coming 
to a full stop,
CABLE 10
CHECK THE WEATHER SCAN 
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
FOR FURTHER PROGRAMMING.
OAPO News In Review
By EDI I H SMIT H
Forty-two members only 
ttirned out for the Sep­
tember Brancii 25 meeting 
but il was a fulfilling one 
just the same. President 
Doris Hoshcr said a prayer 
in the absence of Ptulre 
Morscfield, and Mrs. Rose 
dtapman filled in at the 
piano for Mrs, S, Ritchie 
who is .still recuperating 
after a recent operation.
A happy birilulay was 
wished for .34 member,s who 
have birthdays in August 
and September,
Reports on the summer’s 
activities were given and 
members learned that the 
branch picnic, the South 
Island Council picnic, and 
the opening tea sponsored b 
by branch members at tItc 
new Day Centre of die 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
were successful. Weather 
was perfect on each oc­
casion,
A donation was made 
from branch funds to help 
young lad injured at the 
pool recently and a further 
domion of $HK) was made 
toward tiie purchase of a 
used hiliiard table for the 
activity centre,
TTic borne-baking sale, 
held it) conJuncTion with the 
meeting, was Well 
patronized, and Convener 
M. Barsiiess reported that a 
substantial sum was added 
to branch funds.
Edith Smith presented 
information on hearing aid 
clinics and benefits, on 
thenevv benefits for seniors 
in dentistry.
The report on the B.C.
OAPO Convention, held in 
Ciimpbell River In .lime, 
was presented by Mr.s. 
Sadie Holloway and Mrs, 
Gladys McDickcn, Some 
200 delegates and visitors
attended. Ibc 1978 con­
vention to be belli in 
Williams Lake next June,
will bv iii-hosied bj
Quesnel,
The third rhuisday of 
llie month is ti social af­
ternoon iiiul me rn hers :irc 
asked to iiltctul a sliowing 
of .slides and films 
schedided tor Sept, 21 ami 
(.)ct,, 19. Suggest ions for 
0 nI cr I a i n me n i a i c 







OF EACH PAIR OF 
HOCKEY or FIGURE 
SKATES. Value'?"'





Annual picnic for 
S.ianich Pcriinsulu lacrosse 
players and their families 
will be held Sept. 17, from 
12 lo 2 p.m, in Centennial 
Park, Brentwood, The 
Booster Club, beatled by 
Mrs, l.inda Cooper, is in 











Any pf'O.’fmc. t<i dl«:en<:«; nrH's ('oi'erapi' of I'vcnl*: hi Brent"'nrd iiii'l
C’rnfriill Sunnlcli arc Inviicil to telephone either of the nliove Rcvkwv Uepoifers,
(luni
I <1. I -4* |H
MnM imi MMB I
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch 
Wednesday through Sunday
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening
Any other day. A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
666-3541 .




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
raiCIS IFFiaiVIs SEPT. 14, IS, 16 ^ 17
MEAT 1
1 Boiling Fowl Round Steaks Roasting i1 AVAILABLE FRI. or ROASTS Chickens
$|W
LB. w # LB. # #
1 Chicken SCHNEIDERS SCHNEIDERS
Breasts Bacon Cooked Ham
$129 $|79 6 02. $ 1 29 11 LB.^ 1 LB. 1 PKT. 1 1WHII F nilAiMTITlF.9 1 A.^T I
1 mpu^ 1
1 BOILER LOCAL 1
Onions Bananas Lettuce i
1 ^ lbs. 489^ 2/49*
1 LOCAL 1 SNOBOY SEEDLESS PRUNE ^
1 Cauliflower Grapes Plums ^
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When directors of the. North and South 
Saanich Agricultural Society meet in the next 
week or two they will probably have to consider 
the question of whether or not the 110-year-old 
Saanich Fair should be modernized. A very 
ticklish question, indeed.
Attendance at the fair has been rising steadily 
over the years despite the fact that this year it 
was down an estimated 2,000 over 1977. To 
accommodate the ever-increasing patronage it 
has been necessary to make improvements but, 
so far, these have not detracted from the rural 
atmosphere which prevails at the annual event. 
Let’s hope that nothing ever does.
Last year work was done on the sheep barn, 
on stabling space, on the main hall and blacktop 
was laid around several buildings. It was a good 
move. This year some improvements will be 
made to the cattle barns.
It may be suggested, as it has been in past 
years, that the fair be relocated and that the 
valuable 19 acres on which it now stands be used 
for other purposes. It is true that the area 
encompassed by the fair is greater every year 
and that the land now used for parking may 
soon be needed for pusposes more directly 
related to exhibits and display but this should 
not pose an insuperable problem.
Adjacant land or nearby land should be. 
available and if it is necessary to run shuttle 
buses to and from theparking lot to the fair — 
so what? It is done elsewhere with great success.
It is difficult to find any valid reason for 
moving the fair or for changing its nature. It is 
one of the last truly rural fairs left in the country 
and to change it in aiiy fundamental way would, 
in ouropinion be an error.
£ It is difficult to find; any valid reason for 
ntoving the fair or for changing its nature. It is 
one of thh last truly rural fairs left in the country 
and to change it in any fundamental way would, 
in our opinion, be a very serious decision.
Alterations, perhaps, improvements, yes but 






Sports fishing, other than 
by fly, specified in B.C. 
Fisheries (General) 
Regulations, is prohibited 
in the non-tidal portions of 
the Cowichan and Koksilah 
Rivers downstream from 
the Trans Canada High­
ways bridges.
Temperatures Rain 0.1mm
Max. (Aug. 10) 20.0°C Snow nil
Min. (Aug. 8) 5.6»C Totol (or Year 437.6 mm
Meon la.s-c Sunshine 28.8 hrs.
tbtol 1596.2 hrs.
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Meon Mox. 20.9»C Mox. Temp. (Sept. 10) la.S'C
Record Mox. (Sept. 4/55) 31.1 °C Min. Temp. (Sept. 8) 7.5°C
Mean Min. 9.7“C Min. on gross (Aug. 8) 4.5°C
RocordMin. (Sept. 10/70) 5.0°C Precipitation 12.4 mm
Meon 15.3®C Total 408.1 mm
Precipitation 474.5mm Sunshine 28 hours.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought lo you through the courtesy of
whqU tmnm
This regulation, effective 
at midnight, September 8 
was made in the interests of 
Chinook salmon con­
servation. It permits fly 
fishing only in the 
Cowichan and Koksilah 
Rivers between the Trans 
Canada Highway and 
Tzouhalem Road.
new and used ® sail and power ®
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
The regulation permits 
anglers to fish for Jack 
springs and trout while 
protecting the Chinooks.
Times shown are “Standard Times.”
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0105 9.5 0820 2.6 1550 10.5 2115 7.1
Fri. 0230 9.6 0905 2.9 1620 10.5 2200 6.3
Sat. 0345 9.7 0955 3.4 1655 10.5 2240 5.5
Sun. 0435 9.9 1045 4.1 1720 10.5 2315 4.7
Mon. 0535 9.9 1130 4.9 1755 10.5
Tue. 0010 4.2 0630 9.9 1210 5.7 1820 10.3
Wed. 0055 3.9 0730 9.8 1300 6.5 1845 10.1
CHURCH DIRECTORY
(SIVIMS MEIAJ MEAMIM6 TO THE BKPRB6SlO(^, HouSE-SROlCefd FBT
Attend the Church of 
Your Choice this Weekend
CENTRAL SAANICH POLICE recently 
informed The Review that a resident in their
area had complained that his neighbor’s dog 
kept stealing his slippers.
as a matter of fact
by pat murphy







Over the 65 years of its 
existence the Sidney Review has 
built up a tremendous rapport 
with its readers and that’s great — 
we’re proud of it. It is what a 
community newspaper is all about 
and our proudest boast is that we 
^ are a real and an effective 
^ community newspaper for Sidney 
P and the Saanich Peninsula.
If people don’t like what we prim, and occasionally 
^ even when they do, they come into the office and tell us 
^ about it sometimes with arm-waving and finger- 
g pointing. Sometimes they make speeches.
^ And that is all right top. We exist to reflect as best we 
can the community viewpoint and, whether or not the 
E- viewpoint of sbnie of our readers coincides \yith ours, is 
J irrelevant and no reason, whatsoeyer, for us to neglect 
their opinions. ^
That is why we place so much importance on 
I publishing readers’ letters in the Review,
It is rather significant that, in the last few 
rnonths, a large front window on the Third 
Street premises of Sidney Sheet Metal Ltd. has 
been smashed three times by vandals. On two 
occasions, the most recent being Friday night, 
local RCMP officers captured those responsible 
within minutes,
; The weekend incident was preceded by a 
gathering of young people outside a pool 
parlour. They shouted obscenities into the night 
and swaggered down Third Street toward 
Beacon Avenue pausing just long enough to 
heave, an object through the Metal Shop’s 
window pane.
A man living above the premises ran after 
them and brought them back lo be interviewed 
by police. The culprits admitted the action and 
agreed lo pay for replacement of the smashed 
window. The sad thing about thi,s affair is that 
such incidents occur in Sidney with almost 
monotonous regularity.
In spite of,stepped-up police patrols, some of 
which take place on foot, the problem is getting 
worse. Speeding cars, bver-ttimed municipal 
planters, uprooled trees and jeering teenagers 
arc now an evening hallmark of thi.s town.
Perhaps such goings on arc common to many 
setilcmcnts of this size, especially one on the 
verge of ciiyhood. If so the Town may have lo.si, 
forever, ihc quaint rural peace it once enjoyed. 
One can only mourn its passing.
But when a reader brings in a letter a couple of 
thousand words long — enough to fill two full columns 
of type, or more — it presents us with a problem. We 
have only so much space and usually far more than 
enough news lo fill the paper. If we use your letter — a 
longer and more detailed letter than you would ever 
write to a friend or relation — we deny another reader 
the space which might be used to present his point of 
view.
Admittedly some of the matters discussed in letters we
receive are complex and occasionally it is necessary to I 
provide a lot of background material — but 2,000 or ; 
3,000 words! — that’s more like a small book or a i 
magazine article than a letter. We just can’t afford the 
space.
The alternative is to edit the letter or cut them but we 
don’t like to do that unless it is absolutely necessary, for 
fear of altering or losing the writer’s own point of view 
and the flavour he intends to impart.
But edit we must and edit we will if we have to. Fair 
warning! , ■
And while we’re on the subject here are a few things 
writers might like to keep in mind when they are 
composing letters to the editor: ; ;
Don’t .say the same thing you said last year and the 
year before; After years of hearing the same thing 
„ editors get a little tone-deaf. Receiving the umpteenth 
letter from the same correspondent on the same subject 
a white glaze begins to spread over the editor’s eyeballs 
and staff people back away before they get bitten. g
Do your homework before you sound off— it’s just g 
possible that some of your information may be a little B 
bit duff. No one is asking you to use all the facts. Just g 
use the ones which sOpport your preconcieved opinion g 
— but make sure they are accurate. j
Remember the opinion your expressing is your own g 
and only an opinion and when you express it as though p 
it was graven on stone tablets it only serves to weaken 
your argument or engender opposition. ||

















Sunday, Sept. 17,1978 
TRINITY 17
SIDNEY
11:00 a.m. Worship Service .


















10364 McDonald Park Rd
CENTRAL SAANICH 





















Angliccin Church of ConodA
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY St 
NORTH SAANICH
Sunday sSepember 17th.
Pastor - Chas. Barker 
Phone 656-2545



















I 1:00 a,111. Worship
7;.t0 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
A1 I. ARE Wlil.COME
i'VyST.'ANDREW’S;- 
CHURCH 
Third St. Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon.
LETTERS
Editor,
The Review, Sirs 
Your leader in the August 
,K)lh issue ou property taxes 
is iutcrcstiug but Lloesn't 
cover some points. I’or any 
kind of referendum to be 
held the public must be 
aware of all the fncis and 
wc never get tlicm.
Uemember when W.A.C. 
Benncti claimed B.C, was 
debt free, the opposition 
disagreeing? Did wc ever 
get a nice, cicar-cut 
statement from anyone as
totlvMriitb? Wedidnoi.
Do wc really believe that 
high property taxes are the 
rcsalt of vastly increased
sciviLcn? YVe du not. Etcu
if you get viriuully no 
services, and don't ask for 
any, the ta.xc.'i still so.ir. The
valuation of the land on its 
alleged selling value is 
where you start, then with 
the mill rate —■ for services 
you probably don't get — 
you find the whole thing 
soaring.
Even titc assessors find it 
hard to explain how they 
arrive at land valuation for 
tax pnrpo.ses, On this place 
Eve seen one in 25 years. 
Nobody yet has done 
anything about this, just as 
nobody has yet done 
anything about school 
taxation. My personal 
opinion is that government 
tries to gel the ultimate out 
of you nnd if its gel* too 
mm'h, it fpend'! tht» 
difference regardless.
But originally'? Taxes 
were levied to pay for
basic services. Now? We’ve 
come a long way from that 
and somewhere the wrong 
turning has been taken.
There are probably two 
reasons, two main reasons 
why the public appears to 
be ap.atbctic. The first is its 
conviction that city ball 
cannot be fought, the 
second that it isn’t kept 
properly informed. Wc 
need simple balance sltcels 
of some kind to show 
money collected in a given 
area; then the costs of 
ndministraiion; finally the 
destination of the residue,
I say “residue” because 
I’ve heard that only 25®/o of 
property tax money 
collected comes back to us 
itt services or whatever. 
Tltis simple balance sliect 
will itomc from neither the 
bands of lawyers nor those 
of accountums, An In­
formed grade twelve 
student would do fine.
Where have all the good 
reporters gone who used to 
dig LUil facts for us?
Yours 
A.W. Smith 
9780 West Snanich Rd.
nment.
If millionaire. Benn'Ctt 
wants to give money out of 
his own pocket to the CPR. 
that’s his privilege. When 
he wants to misspend our 
tax money on the CPR. 
than it’s time for a taxpayer 
revolt against Social Crctlit.
Last year, Ihc Socreds 
ovcr-rari their butipet by 
$250 million. This year. Bill 
Bennett wants to give 
charily to the CPR.
What level of waste will 








1 read that Bill Iknnctt is 
going to squander more of
the taxpayers’ money
Ibis time to bail out the 
CPR on 'Vancouver Island.
Bennett wants to spend 
your tax money to fix up 
the E & N stations. He 
wants to waste more money 
on th*’ r'TP ttv*
itself should be paying to 
fix up the the stations, nnd 
rtol the provincial g.over-
Edltor, The Review, Sir!
This year all larmland in 
B.C, is being rc-asscssed 
nnd next year all farmland 
will be recpiircd to meet a 
p r o d u c I i o n -has e cl 
classification based on the 
new assessment. This 
requirement farin-gnic 
production will be; Paiccls 
2-10 acres - $1600;
Parcels over 10 acres 
$l()00, plus 5% of 53 
assessed value of over 10 
acres.
As an example of what 
this will mean, I would like 
to use the 63 acre parcel just 
releaseil from llu; A.l .R. in 
Sidney, The fust 10 acres, 
$l<il>U plus 5% of 53 
acres x $5,000 (cslimaicd 
value) which is a total 
production requirement of 
$14,850. This would 
require one of the following 
empe or a ronOduation o 
same (figures approx.): 240 
ton of hay at $W) per 
ton; \4,5 Ion of berries at
$1,000 per ton; 20,0000 
doz. eggs at .70 per doz.; 74 
beef steers gaining 400 lb. 
live weight eaclv at .50; 74 
liogs valued at $200 live 
weight; 3(X) lambs valued at 
$50 live weight,
This would be the 
minimum required to reach 
the assc.ssmcnl, but the 
farmei would have to at 
least triple this production 
to meet other costs such as 
livestock purchase, 
buildings to house same, 
extra feed and interest on 
the land alone would be 
(10% of 63 acres at $5.OCX)) 
$31,500 per auuuru! If this 
land could not entice 
anyone to farm il -— it 
would be taxed as improved 
laud at $10,000 per acre — 
$650,(X)()!
Fhc tax revolt should 
surely be led by the owners 
of undeveloped A.L.R. 
land — and lot owners 
•slmuld bang their heads in 
shame that they allow such 
inequality to exist in onr so- 
called Democracy! If they 
expect furatland to be 
preserved, tltcy should bet 
busy and demand that 
government purchase (at 
fair market value) all this 
undeveloped land, and not 
expect this land to sit idle 
while subsidizing the urban 
growth surrounding it.
Be forewarned home 
owners — 1 expect next year 
the manure will hit the fan 
■■ to p;».'iphf.y.c a modern 
expression of anger and 
frusHaiion.
Yours truly, 





Having talked to several 
neighbours and friends with 
young children, who use the 
Interurban Road in going 
daily la school, some 
walking, others cycling, all 
rave expressed deep 
concern in regards to this 
proposed Industrial Park 
licbemel Tlte danger of 
increased traffic!
Evangelistic 
Meeting - Pastor Barker. 
Tuesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer.
Wednesday






PASTOR H.E. DA WES- 
656-6940
8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
11:15 a.m. FAMILY 




OUR lady OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W, Saanich Road 
Sulurdiiy Mass 8:(X) p.m, 
Simday Mass 9'.(X) a.m.
BETHEL
BAPTIST
Many of us feel the Royal 
Oak area with the newly 
built B.C. Hydro building, 
Eaton’s and other com­
mercial enterprises is 
already an area far more 
suited to this type of 
development,
NOW Ml l/riNC AT:
I04f»9 Resthuven Dr. 
until new church is built















Wc don’t want it!
And the letter written by 
Marjorie Boag - August 
30ih issue • expresses the 
feelings of many of us here! 
We completely endorse 












7:30 p.m. Bible Study
Yours truly 
E, Davis 
4578 Hughes Rojid. 
R.R. /?3 Victoria




9:.30a,in, The Lord's 
Siqipcr





















ments at the Legion 
Hall.
Parade lime 9:30 a.m, at 
the Hall. Sookc Pipe 
Band will lead parade.
Rector;
Rev. Robert Sanson 
656-4870 656-5322
Jesus .said ”1 am the 






•VentriloquTst • 9;45 
a.m.
•OoBpcI iwokIc • lltOO 
a.m.
A iinlqnc Christ- 
cent.»rf<t mlnlsirx' your 
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Yachtsmen Play ‘Russian Roulette’ With B.C. Femes
By JOSHUA 
PERLMUTTER 
Pleasure boaters who 
play nautical Russian 
roulette with ferries in 
Active Pass had better keep 
an eye out for the RCMP 
this winter.
Nearly 100 warnings were 
issued last summer by the 
RCMP’s marine division in 
a major crackdown on 
boaters who risk their lives 
and endanger the safety of 
others by hampering B.C.
SIDMEY T.V.-RADIO 
SERVICE CENTRE
Ferry traffic in Active Pass. 
Sgt. George Lewis, of 
Sidney RCMP detachment, 
says the patrols will 
continue throughout the 
winter on an irregular basis 
and charges will be laid, if 
necessary under collision 
regulations in the Canada 
Shipping Act.
Several near collisions 
have occurred because 
sports fishermen disregard 
the usual five short warning 
blasts from ferries.
Groceries - Fruit • Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDREY CASH ^ CARRY
LTD.





12 TO 4 P.M. 
SATURDAY, SiPT. 16
“They ignore them then 
they turn around and act 
like the ferry is in their 
way,” says Lewis. “It’s just 
like a Volkswagon up 
against a big trailer truck. 
I’ve had the odd guy come 
up to me and say would you 
shout at the ferry to slow 
down because I’ve got a fish 
on. 1 just shake my head.”
In one incident a Surrey 
man was fined $100 in 
provincial court for 
impeding a ferry and an 
additional $50 for altering 
his course when being 
overtaken. Maximum 
penalty is $200 for each 
offence. Testimony during 
the trail showed the skipper 
was running his 38-foot 
vessel at about two knots 
off Helen Point.
The Queen of Tswwassen 
was heading into the pass 
behind the pleasure boat 
and the Queen of 
Vancouver was
approaching from the other 
direction. The captain of 
the Queen of Tsawwassen 
attempted to pass the yacht 
on the starboard side but 
the vessel altered course to 
staboard, coming directly in 
line with the course of the 
ferry.
The ferry turned sharply 
to port which obliged the 
Queen of Vancouver to put 
her own helm hardover. A 
collision was narrowly 
averted. Fortunately the 42- 
foot Sidney-based RCMP 
boat Harvision was 
patrolling the area and 
officers aboard witnessed 
the near disaster.
RCMP say the problem is 
mainly one of ignorance. A 
Ministry of Transport sign 
posted at Helen Point on 
Mayne Island at the South
end of the pass warns small 
boat owners not to hamper 
other vessels in Active Pass. 
The sign is 15 by 1! metres 
with bold, black letters 
about four inches high. 
Many small craft owners, 
however, apparently don’t 
understand the priorities of
B.C. Ferries in the pass.
Sgt. Lewis, who has 
patrolled these waters for 
the past 12 years says 
members of the Sidney and 
Ganges detachments 
stepped up patrols of the 
pass this summer because 
ferry traffic was
particularly heavy. During 
the summer there was an 
average of 50 boats fishing 
the pass at a time on 
weekends and about 35 to 
40 on weekdays.
As many as three 430- 
foot ferries can transit the 
pass at the same time. The
pass, located between 
Galiano and Mayne 
Islands, is four miles long 
and as narrow as 1800 feet; 
the vessels move through at 
about 15 knots while tides 
run as fast as seven knots.
In past years RCMP have 
simply distributed the Coast 
Guard’s boating safety 
guides but many careless 
boaters appear to have a 
mental block about this 
form of education. In 
addition to this RCMP have 
been reluctant to lay 
charges because of various 
problems attached to the 
whole complex issue.
For e.xample American 
boaters are frequently 
unfamiliar with Canadian 
boating laws and would 
also have to return to 
Canada for court 
appearances if charged. The 
charges must be laid under 
the Canada Shipping Act 
which requires the 
appointment of a federal 
prosecutor, rather than the 
use of a staff prosecutor in 
Victoria, to press charges in 
court.
Ferry captains and crew 
members would be required 
to waste hours in court 
appearing as witnesses. 
Because . of these 
complications, fewer than a 
dozen charges were laid 
during the summer. Some 
RCMP division members 
have recommended changes
I
 to federal legislation which 
would allow officers to fine 
careless boaters on the spot.
BEACON PLAZA MALI. 
656-5421
Tur4(ey & Mushroom Vol ou Vont 
Chof’t Soup of the Day 
Waddling Dog Solod 
I Your choico of drosslngf 
“MIXED GRILL'*
Lamb Chop. Pork Soutogo, Bacon, 
Colvos Livor, Sirloin Stook, grilled 
Tomato. Onion Rings, Mushrooms 
Doked Stuffed Potato 
Fresh Vegetable of the Doy 
PEAR BELLE HELENE 
COFFEE $10.95
The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
^iiie Food ^iqjng ^^^Fgom
SLRVINC. SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE




BRITISH PIANO & DANCING , 
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
COFFEE SHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCHARGE • C+IARC.EX
PATRIOA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
MT. NEWTON CROSSROAD 
SAANICHTON PHONE 652-1146
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free (irking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTll
845 Hornby St., Vancouvar, B.C. V6Z 1VI or Phono orao 604-6a7.675l.
60 Years Ago Thieves 














9807 - 5th St. 656-3121
of the meanest 
pieces of petty thievery 
brought to the attention of 
The Review took place over 
the weekend of September 
10, 1928.
Three; graves were 
decorated ' with beautiful 
floral offerings in the af­
ternoon and all had 
vanished by morning. Great 
indignation is naturally 
expressed by those that 
were painstaking and 
thoughtfuE enough to 
remember their dear ones 
and ornament their last 
resting place.
This was not the first 
time that Holy Trinity has 
suffered at the hands of 
someone lacking in their 
mental makeup. In 1927 a 
beautiful plant was dug up 
from a grave and taken 
away.
The Review urged 
Constable Hadley to solve 
this mystery. He has cleared 
up a good many queer cases 
since coming to the district, 
although in a number of 
them there was apparently 
no due.
25 YEARS AGO 
North Saanich Rod nnd 
Gun Club raised $900 for 
ihe community hall fund in 
their salmon derby in 
September, 1953.
At a meeting in tlic old 
Sidney school, represen­
tatives of a lunnberof dubs 
and orttunizations decided
that the group responsible 
for the successful drive 
would continue to operate 
as a fund-raising group for 
the community hall.
Future c plans for the 
group included sponsoring 
a street dance and carnival 
in Sidney in the near future 
and also at Halloween.
President G.F. Gilbert 
expressed gratitude to all 
organizations who had 
assisted in the recent 
campaign. Beacon Cafe, he 
announced, had led Sidney 
merchants in the selling of 
tickets.
Still operating under the 
title, United Organizations,
the group will erect a 
“barometer” on the new 
Bank of Montreal site on 
Beacon Avenue to indicate 
the progress of the drive.
10 YEARS AGO 
V A proposal to ’ build 120 
high ; density; low' cost 
housing units on nine acres 
of property in the Melville 
sub-division was rejected 
unanimously by Sidney 
Town Council.
The council chambers 
were filled with 40 serious, 
nervous and excited 
residents opposing the 
development.
The first public hearing 
on the proposal was held on
Silver Threads 
News In Review
Monday througli Friday - 
9 a.m,, centre open, cards, 
library, billiards, morning 
coffee, afternoon tea.
Monday - 10 a.m., dance 
for fun, billiards quilling, 
decorator paints,; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m,, ceramics; 
1:30 swim club; 2, films; 
7:,30, bingo.
Tuesday - 9 a.m.,
silver
NOTICE OF INTENT 
RE: LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING ACT
APPLICATION FOR AN "A" LICENCED ESTABLISHMENT
Il is ilic iniciition of the uiuicrsigncd to apply; pursuani lo tlie provisions of the 
I iquor Control and l.iccnsiiut Aci; to ilic General Manager, Liquor Cpnirol and 
IJeeivsing Ui;ineh, Victoria, B.C, for an "A" Licence lo opcrale a licenced 
esialilisiimciK on ihc premises siliiaied al Knighls of Pythias Hall 4|h Slrcei, 
Sidney, B.C.
Tlie iihovc (ype of licence may he issued to: holds, resorts, clubs, reerealioniil 
cciin cs. ail era lj, liains, moior vessels, inlcrnatioiial airports, iminicipally aiul 
Proviiicially owned ciilniral centres, universities, and military messes, and 
permiis ihe service of all types of liquor by (he glass as approved by the General 
Miiiiager of the l.k|Uor Coiurol and Licensing Branch. Hours of sale are any 14 
luriiis heiwccn 9:00 a.m, and 2:00 a.m. Certain of these establishments may also 
luive off premises sales of beer and B.C. Cider where so endorsed by (he Cierieral 
Manager.
An ”A" licenced estahlisliment was formerly known as a I’uhlic Mouse and/or 
Cockiail lounge.
Rcsidenis or isroperly owners located wliliin a 6 block area or Vi miles radius 
of (he proposed site arc requested (o Register any ohjccitons by writing lo the 
tiericral Manager, l iquor Conitol and Licensing Btancli, P.O, Box MO, Vie- 
loria.n.C, V8VV2PK.
Galiano trip, 9 a.rn.
Bells practice; 9:30, 
lapidary: 10, Serenaders 
practice, painting; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., whi.st, 
crochet, lapidary, painting; 
7, Games Night.
Wednesday ■ 10 a.m., 
novollies nnd rug liooking; 
noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m., 
Mah-Jongg, discussion 
group; 2, concert with Jim 
and May Oakman; 7 band 
practice,
Thursday - 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary; 10, weaving,
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., bridge,
lapidary, dressmaking. 
Public Health Nurse; 7 
p.m., lapidary, crib.
Friday - 10 a.m.,
beadwork, keep-fit, senior 
ceramics, quilting: noon, 
lunclt; 1 p.m., creative
writing, .stretch and sew; 2, 
jacko; 7 p.m., evening 
cards.
Saturday and Sunday • 
open I p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins; Special: Sept. 
27ili concert - Members 
Variety Show.
Sept. 3, 1968 and little or no 
objection to the 
development was raised. 
Soon after, however, the 
full significance of such a 
complex began to bother 
residents and a petition 
prepared by D. Reader was 
signed by : 52 property 
owners and other interested 
parties.
Complaints were received 
about the inadequacy of 
sewers, water supply, 
schools, hospitals and 
recreation areas for the 
large, high density 
development.
Alderman Scalcy read a 
prepared statement, ex­
pressing council’s position. 
It referred to the pre.scnt 
crucial situation in towm 
development and the need 
for immediate serious 
planning. Drainage and 
pollution problems, school 
and hospital requirements, 
water shortages and other 
dcficicnccs were outlined.
“Unless wc wish to 
continue living in ugly, 
depressing or purely 
functional surroundings
wc must do something 
about it,” she said,
Council had done some 
homework before the 
meeting and Mrs. Sealcy’s 
report appeared to eflcct 
Ihe position taken. In any 
case it was followed im­
mediately by unanimous 















































































Mon., Tliiir., Wetl.... .8:30 lo 6:00
Thurs. Si Fri. ............. .. .8:30 lo 9:00
Sul. 8:30 lo 6:00
Sun. .............................. 10:00to5:30









Canada’s most respected 8 year old whisky. 
So smooth, so mellow, so fine in flavour..
season on Friday Sepicmbe 
Ist. They were joined by 
other dancers from Victoria
To whom II may concern the above notice Is for a private club 





733A Goldstremm Avp, 
Lungford 478-0322
•• «n4 Chimntyi 
• WoftJihufrtIn# llttv*. •«((
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Anglers On West Coast
Many members of the 
Sidney Anglers temporarily 
abandoned the relative 
quiet of Coal Island and 
made a pilgrimage to the 
Chinook-rich waters of the 
West Coast. Trolling at 
Poet’s Corner in Barclay 
Sound, the anglers found 
what they wer looking for 
and landed many springs 
over 20 pounds.
Most of the group had 
not returned by press time 
but those who had were 
proud of their catches. 
Gary Nunn caught 37, 28.8 
and 27.8 pounders; Bruce 
Nunn landed 36, 24 and 18 
pounders; Len Bland 
picked up 23.12, 22 and 
16.8 pounders.
Tom Davis reputedly 
caught 25 and 24-pounders 
while Per Eitherier had a 20 
pounder. All the Chinooks 
were caught trolling on stip 
and plus.
On the local front, Mert 
Conrad is in top spot on the 
senior board with a 15.9 
pounder, followed by Fred 
Turner 14.13, Murray 
Kosick 14.6 and Harry 
Spratt 6.8. There are no 
entries for September on 
the Junior board.
rest of September.
Bill Lewis led anglers out 
of Brentwood Bay, landing 
a 27-pounder on strip at
McKenzie Bay. Other 
catches at McKenzie Bay 
included John Cook’s 13.4, 
7.6 and 8.8 pounders on a 
jigging Perkins lure and 
Alfred Frewing’s 5.8 pound 
spring, also on a Perkins.
Alex Stewart landed 11.12 
and 9.10 pound cohos on 
strip, also at Cole Bay.
At Semanus Island, Mr. 
Van Horne caught a 5.4 
pound coho on strip and 
Mr. Wilier caught an 8.9 
pound coho, also on strip.
Mr. Westmoreland 
caught 14.8, 8.8 and 6 
pounders on strip and a 
Kripple K at Cole Bay and
Sidney Rentals





1 m. ^ CLEHNERS
SIDNEY SERENADERS provided an entertaining concert for nearly 
100 spectators at Silver Threads Hall Friday afternoon. Concert was
filmed by local cameraman for inclusion in a CBC television special on 
senior citizens in Canada.
Softball Loses Longtime Supporter
Fishing in Saanich Inlet 
has been in a slight decline 
for the past two weeks but 
the bite is supposedly 
returning and fishing is 
expected to be good for the
ByTOMCRONK
Long-time softball- 
league executive, and 
umpire, Charlie Pye, died 
recently at the age of si.xty- 
two.
Charlie didn’t play the
game, but loved softball 
enough to become heavily 
involved with ad­
ministration and officiating 
for 28 years. During those 
years he was president of 
the lAA League, president
The Sidney
Co-operative Playschool
Sidney Men’s Senior Hockey League
still has vacancies for the 3 year old group. 
This group meets: three mornings a week. 
The playschool is a parent-owned and run 
group and features social, physical and 
intellectual growth in a safe and supervised 
environment.
For more information pl^e contact 
Linda Grist - 656-3611
By AL CROSS 
Saanich Peninsula 
Recreation Hockey 
League, reorganized once 
again, will be operating 
with five teams; Sidney 
Hotel, Sidney Freight, 
Shoreline Metal Craft, Bob 
White Marina and 
Travelodge.
needing players. Anyone 
.interested can contact either 
Dennis Paquette at 656-
: 5 !,96 or -656-l:13Uand AL
or
Susan Bruce - 656-6151
; Peltoh ar656-4669LAnyone 
interested in playing must 
be 17 or over and hot
playing in any other league.
Exhibition games are 
being set up, starling Sept. 
18, every Monday through 
Thursday from 10 till 12 
midnight. League games 
will be starting Oct. 2 \vith 
all games played at 
Panorariia Leisure Center.
All indications are that 
the league will be better 
lhan.last year which was the 
first year. If you want to 
.corner dpi.‘ and .cheer ;;for 
ybiir^favorite ‘ teani ;' —: 
there’s no charge and the 
support will help the teams.




SUNDAY, SEPT. 17»h. 1:30 to 4:00 P.M.
9573 CHRISTINE PL.
Immaculate 3 or 4 bedroom, 1 and '/z bath home on 
quiet cul-de-sac. Fenced yard with vegetable garden, 
bright basement area with workshop and drive-in ] 
garage. Vendor tjansferred and must sell. Priced at 
only $56,900. MLS 35600.
LEIGHTON NOBLE 386-2955 or 721-3047 IVictoria). 
CENTURY 21 Mayfair Realty.
0 O O O e tt O O 0 0 80000000000 0 0 0
For
FIMMACE SERVICING 
a REPAIR WORK 
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
CALL




303 • 2453 BEACON AVE.
6564241
IRIS’S BEAUTY SALON
IriN i^i |tlea.scd to inimtimce tliat she is wurliiii): on 
lier tnvn to serve her friends ami ttll tlie ladles of 
the Peninsula.
Open from Tnesiliiy to I’ridny
More than 700 people 
turned out at Panorama 
Leisure Centre between 
Sept. 7 and 10 to register 
for 95 different recreation 




Maureen Milgram says 
many of the courses are 
filling up but that shouldn’t 
discourage anybody fiom 
registering in the course of 
their choice as now classes 
will be started if demand 
warrants it.
A number of courses are 
offered whicli weren’t lisied 
in Peninsula Recreation's 
fall brochure.
The Junior Rocket Clulr 
will be for eliiUheii between 
ages of 10 and 14. 
Youngsters will learn about 
rocket dynumies, build a 
small model and partlciintte 
in a launching. The course 
runs from October 3 to 
November 21 and costs $8 
plus snptMics,
The Super Atlventnre 
program is for citiltiren 
between 7 and 12 and in­
volves a dilTerciu surprise 
adventnre trip each I riday 
afternoon to an iinusual 
place to letirn about ilic 
world we live In. fhc 
program runs fiom October 
6 lo November .24,
Basic Backpacking is a 
course inlendcd for people 
with an Interest in htit no 
priiclieal cxpciienec or 
knowledge of the sport.
'I'he two-session course 
will teach hikers how to 
select clothes and eipnp- 
tncni, how to pnncct ftom
hypothermia and to u.'.e a 
compass.
Classes arc on Sept, 
and 27 and cost $2,50.
20
of the Stuffy McGinnis 
League, president of the 
Heywood Ave. League, and 
president and a founding 
member of the Greater 
Victoria Umpire’s 
Association.
Charlie had his share, 
and caused his share of 
trouble with the people 
involved with the sport. 
But, though we had our 
difference’s, we could 
always talk to each other 
and 1 knovv that he had the 
best of intentions towards 
the sport.
Born, December, 15, 
1915, Charlie, at the age of 
24, he went to work for the 
B.C. Electric, and, after 10 ; 
years in the car barns, 
became a driver. He sur- ; 
vived B.G. Electric and 
retiredy frdm; B.C.’Hydro 
aften37 years of s'ervice.
Recently, it was learned 
that Charlie was suffering 
from cancer. Ironically, he 
defeated the cancer, only to 
succumb to internal
hemorrhage. He died 
Sunday, September. 10, 
1978, leaving his wife 
Joyce, sons Terry and 
Richard, and daughter,
Linda.
Charlie devoted much of 
his life to our game. He 
earned and deserved








Tuesday, Sept. 26/78 
at NOON
FASHION CARE NEWS
Leather and Suede Care:
Take special precautions in buying and caring 
for your luxurious leather and suede garments. 
They’re expensive, and they can have more care 
problems than fabric clothing.
Before buying, read labels and hang tags 
carefully. Inspect for hide defects like insect bites 
and kick marks. The original dyeing job covers 
these fairly well, but after wearing and cleaning 
they’ll become more obvious. Make sure all 
panels are nearly the same color. Again, this 
won’t be too noticeable at first, but later it can 
show up badly. Be sure all trim and hardware is 
firmly attached.
When you get your purchase home, don’t store 
il in a plastic bag. Leathers need to breathe. 
Avoid too much exposure to sunlight or bad 
weather because leathers and suedes arc affecicd 
by it just like your own skin.
If your leather does get wet, let it hang dry 
naturally away from heat. After it’s thoroughly 
dry, you can restore the texture by brushing 
gently with a dry sponge.
It’s not a good idea to let your leather or suede 
become over soiled. Many stains will set with age 
on leathers. With frequent care, your leathers and 
















































4x4-6 ft. *2"ea. 
4x4-7 ft *2"’ea. SPECIAL No. 2 Grade
ECONO
4x4-8 ft. ‘3”ea. 
4x4-9 ft. *3“ ea. Ve” Sanded
Light & Medium 
Colors
Smooth 1 Side 37"x85"
ONLY
Plain &Ve.
STUDS CEDAR BOARDS 1x6-4 ft. 34' ea. Northern Beech & Royal Pecan
1x6-5 ft. 80' ea.
C7t
*1 f EA.
1x6-6 ft. 99' ea.
Rough Both Sides $^95 $A95
1x8-4 ft. 45* ea. AiJ Sht. Sht.-L:--........ .
OVER 175 DIFFERENT PANELS TO CHOOSE FROM
Arc now icci uiiiiig for their training year. If you are 
iiciwcen 1,3 and 19 years and arc interested in Hying, 
tree summer camps, skiing trips and oilier intciesiing 
events come and see us Thursday night at the air 
cadet luill on the industrial site of tiie airport at 7:iK)
p.m, for more information plione:
656-4423
iucMia) uVTuc.siLi) night
Hie Opportiinily o( your life’
Windsor Plywood





Wednesday, September 13, 1978
Local Artist To Hold Exhibition In Her Home
Peninsula art collectors 
who appreciate fine water 
C9lour and egg tempera 
flower paintings are invited 
to a showing by J. Ward- 
Harris at a gallery in her 
home, 4491 Prospect Lake 
Road, over the weekend of 
Sept. 15. thru 17th.
The show opens Friday 
evening at 7:30 p.m. and 
continues Saturday and 
Sunday from 10:30 a.m. to 
9 p.m.
Ward-Harris is a widely 
known artist with her work 
in private collections 
throughout Canada and 
several countries of the 
Western world. Although 
she has been painting 
professionally for only five 
years, the demand for her 
work already exceeds her 
ability to produce.
Ward-Harris paints 
flowers and plants in their
own environment, carefully 
preserving the essence of a 
plant and capturing it on 
canvas after bringing her 
subjects into the studio 
from their natural setting.
“Painting from a 
photograph,” she says, “is 
like painting corpses.”
Striving to depict the 
character of a plant instead 
of simply illustrating it, 
Ward-Harris says: “1 want 
people to see plants rather 
than just look at them — to 
experience the beauty 
missed by the passer by.”
One of Ward-Harris’ 
watercolours depicts a 
honeysuckle in triumphant 
blossom squeezing the life 
from a young tree. Another 
shows a dead maple leaf 
intercepted in its fall to 
earth by the bough of its 
parent. It lies there, delicate 
and paper thin, with the
buds of next year’s leaves 
already visible. They are 
dramatic illustrations of the 
struggle for life.
The egg tempera pain­
tings have a strange 
transluscent quality created 
from the luminosity of the 
yolk used as a binding agent 
for the colour pigments.
The show exhibits three 
techniques used by Ward- 
Harris: botanical vignettes 
which isolate a subject with 
a white background; wall to 
wall which encompasses a 
plant or scene on the whole 
canvas, and the “painter’s 
painting’’ which must 
reflect the dramatic 
experience.
There will be signs up on 
Prospect Lake Road 
directing motorists to the 
gallery. The house is 
halfway between Burnside 





504 - Chrys., 1. Alan 
Hall; 510 - 1. Bob Begg, 2. 
Harry Van Dyke; Special 
Best Chry.-H. Leake.
535 - Gladiola, 1. H. 
Leake; 536 - Glad., 1. H. 
Leake; 537 - J.C. Warren,
2. H. Leake; 538 - H. 
Leake, 2. F. Handy; 539 - 2.
H. Leake; 540 - F'A. F. 
Handy.
542 - 1. H. Leake, 2. Mrs. 
Jacobs; 543 - 1. J.E.
Warren; 543A - 1. J.E. 
Warren, 2. H. Leake; 543B 
- H. Leake, 2. J.E. Warren; 
543C - 1. Mrs. Jacobs, 2. 
G.E. Warren; 543D - 1. 
J.E. Warren; 543F- 1. J.E. 
Warren, 2. F. Handy; 543G 
-1. J.E. Warren.
558 - Begonia, 1. Ian 
Hamilton, 2. Arlene 
Aylard; 559 - Calendula, 1. 
Mrs. Jacobs; 560 - Car­
nation, 1. Mrs. G.R. 
Robinson, 3. Mrs. Jacobs; 
561 - Cosmos, 1. Mrs. 
Jacobs, 2. Mrs. G.R. 
Robinson; 562 -
Delphinium, 2. Fred 
Handy; 562A - Everlasting 
Floyvers,,!. Mrs. Jacobs, 2. 
Fred Handy; 563 - Gloriosa 
Daisy, 1. Elaine Hobday.
565 - Nastursium, 1. 
Fernie Farm, 2. Mrs. 
Jacobs; 566 - Pansy, 1. 
Mrs. G.R. Robihson, 2. 
Mabel Michell; 567 -
Petunia, 1. Olive McHattle, 
2. Mabel Michell; 568 - 
Petunia, L Mrs. Jacobs, 2. 
Mabel Michell; 569 - Rose,
1. Mrs. Jacobs, 2. E M. 
Adair.
575 - Rose, Phil Tomas,
2. Nora Wainscott; 575A - 
Roses, 2. Sylvia Gill; 576 
Sweet Peas, 1. P 
Vergougwen, 2. Mabel 
Michell; 577 - Snapdragons,
1. Fred Handy; 578 
Annual AOV, I. Mrs. 
Jacobs, 2. Mabel Michell; 
pit. AOV, 1. Mrs. Jacobs,
2. Mabel Michell 599 - Hse 
pit., 1. Linda Turnbull, 2 
W. Shakespear.
SPECIAL - best exhibit 
in AOV, Linda L. Turn- 
bull; 600 - planter, 1 
Wanita Lenfesty, 2. Mr.s 
Jacobs; 601 - Coleus AV. 1. 
Philip Thomas, 602 - Hse 
pit,, 1. H. Van Dyk, 2. J 
Jean; 603 - best exhibit of 
bon-sai, 1. Jack Sullivan; 
604 - Terrarium, 1. M, 
Tubman: f)04A B - palm 
AV, 1. June L, Brown.
544 - Aster, 1, Mabel 
Michell, 2, Fred Handy; 
544A, 1, Mabel Michell, 2. 
Fred Handy; 5<t4B, 1. Fred 
Handy, 2. Mabel Michell; 
545 - Aster, 1, Fred Handy; 
546, 1, Fred Handy, 2 
Mabel Michell; Best Aster / 
show, 1. Fred Handy; 547 - 
Marigold, 1. Mabel 
Michell, 2. Fred Handy; 
547A, I. Tar Michell, 2. 
Fred Handy; 547B, 1. Tara 
Michell, 2, Fred Handy; 
548, 1. Fred Handy, 2. 
Olive McHattie, 549, 1, 
Mrs. Jacobs, 2. Fred 
Handy; 550, I. Mrs 
.Jacobs, 2. Jean,Grant: 551, 
I. Mrs, Jacobs, 552, 2. Mrs. 
.Jacobs; 55,3 - Zinnia, 2, 
Fred Handy; 555 - Zinnia, 
I. Fred Handy, 2, Olive 
McHattie; 557, I. Fred 
Handy: Best Zinnia / Show 
- Fred Handy.
579A - 3 vases cut floWcrs 
1, Mrs, Jacobs, 2. Fred 
Handy; 580 - Friendly 
Cove, I. Wanita l.enfe.siy; 
.511 - Hndlin, I. Harry van 
FJyk; 512, 2. Harry Van 
Dyk; 513, 2. Hurry Van 
1>1<: 514, I I t I'nFc, 7
H. Van Dyk; 515 - Dahlia,





Party leader Vic Stephens 
lashed out at present and 
former B.C. governments, 
accusing them of fiscal 
mismanagement identical to 
that of the federal liberals 
at a Conservative Party 
constituency meeting Sept. 
7 at the Sidney Hotel.
“B.C.’s spending in­
crease over the last 10 
years is 369% compared to 
370% for the federal 
liberals,” Stephens said.
The first act of a 
provincial Conservative 
Government would be to 
abolish the sales tax 
completely and take school 
board expenses off property 
tax, Stephens said.
“The $1.2 billion revenue 
lost to the government will 
have an almost in­
stantaneous effect on the 
private sector,” Stephens 
said. “The government will 
have to budget like any 
business or family that Js 
laced with Ta’reduction;.m; 
income.” '
There is a lot of 
redundancy in the civil
service Stephens claimed 
and cited an excess of 
building inspectors and 
workmans compensation 
employees as examples.
Stephens was confident 
that the people of B.C. 
would support his proposal 
to cut school expenses from 
property tax. “General 
revenue will replace the 
property tax money at the 
present level,” Stephens 
said, “and any planned 
increases will have to clear a 
public referendum.”
There were sporadic 
outbursts of applause from 
the audience especially 
when denigrating remarks 
were made about Trudeau 
or the Queen “God Save 
Her”— was intoned.
Preparing to fight for 
power, B.C. Conservatives 
are confidently, waiting for 
a call to the polls, Stephens 
said. The - Peter Lougheed 
anecdote was popular: 
“Don’t forget that eight 
years agp, Peter .Lougheed 
was the only Conservative 
MLA in the Alberta 
legislature.
LICENCING OF PRIVATE WHARVES 
PROPOSED IN NORTH SAANICH
North Saanich Alderman 
Jim Cumming’s “A” 
Committee discussed 
further, on Monday night, 
a proposed by-law to enable 
and regulate construction 
of private wharves by 
waterfront property 
owners.
Most of the North 
Saanich foreshore, to 1,000 
feet out, is held by the 
municipality itself in a 21- 
year lease from provincial 
and federal authorities and 
construction of private 
wharves on it is prohibited
unless the site has been 
zoned M-6, for recreational 
use, under the community 
plan. To construct a private 
wharf, then, a waterfront 
property owner must apply 
for re-zoning and the 
.proposed by-law is to set 
out the conditions under 
which such a re-zoning 
would be granted.
A technical legal problem 
arises, however, of whether 
the municipality as merely 
the lessee of the foreshore 
has the power to grant 
permission for any
PUUlil
■laggers; 516, 1. Harry Van 
Dyk; 517, 1, Harry Van 
17yk, 2. Bill .laggers, 518, 
Bill .laggers. 2, Harry Van 
Kyk: SI9, I. R.B. Nixon.
520, I. R.B. Nixon; 521, 
Dahlia, 1. R.B. Nixon, 2. 
Hurry Van Dyk; 523, 1. 
Hurry Leake, 2. Bill 
.luggers: 524, R.B. Nixon, 
2, Bill .luggers; 525, 1. 
Harry Van Dyk, 2. H. 
I-cuke; 526, 1. Harry Van 
Dyk, 2, H. Lenkc; 529, 
R.B. Ni.xon.
530, I. H. Van Dyk, 2. 
R.B. Nixon; 531, .Special, 1. 
Hurry Van I3yk; 532 - Bowl 
of D.ihlias, 1. Marg Hall; 
533, I, lyiarg Hall, 2. Harry 
Van D,yk; 534 - Basket of 
Dahlias, 1. Harry Van Dyk; 
Special best Special best 
individual Dahlia in show - 
R.B. Nixon.
f>05 - Brass buttons, 1. T. 
Rudersrna, 2. Murg Hall; 
606 - Nooiku, I, T. 
Ruder.sma, 2. Barbara 
Waldncr; 607 - High scus,
1. T. Ruder.sma, 2. Barbara 
VVnUIncr; 608 - Billowing 
sails, I, T. RaUcr.sma, 2. 
Marg Hall: 609 - Anchors 
aweigh, I. T. Radensina, 2. 
Wanita Lenfesty; 610 -
I Sidney review, 1. T. 
Radersma, B'/j Bnrb.ira 
I Waldncr; 611 Two stout 
ships, 1. Wanita Lcnfo.siy,
2. Gladys Cunningham: 
[61?,. 'I'hf* I'olonr't gC’c;
j natural, I . T. Radersma, 2.
I Barbara Waklner.
613 - Cclc.stial navigation 
- 1. Marge Hall, 2. Barbara 
Waldncr; 614 - Around the 
world, I. Barbara Waldncr, 
2. T. Radersma; 615 ■ yo ho 
ho & a bottle of rum, 1. T, 
Radersma, 2. Mrs. C. 
Jones; 616 - Capt. Cooks 
review, 1. Marg Hall, 2. 
Wanila I.enfesty.
construction at all on the 
foreshore. This point, the 
committee agreed must be 
settled first with provincial 
authorities.
If a formal agreement 
can be obtained, a plan for 
licencing construction of 
private wharves for a 
definite term, but subject to 
renewal is being 
formulated. It has myriad 
complications, such as joint 
use by several parties and 
transferability of the license 
when the upland property 
changes ownership, but the 
municipal solicitor assured 
the committee these matters
could be resolved.
If the provincial 
government refuses to grant 
North Saanich the power to 
license construction, then 
an involved procedure of 
applications direct to the 
provincial government and 
relinquishment of the 
municipal foreshore lease 
on M-6 properties is 
foreseen. ^
The committee put aside 
these questions for the 
moment and resolved, 
subject to legal details, to 
accept the location and 
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582, I, Rosemary 
Buxton; 583 ■ begonia, 1. 
Arlene Aylard; 584, I, Bob 
Jone.s; 585, I. Olive 
McHattie, 2, Philip 
Thomas; 586, 1, Red
Handy, 2. Ian Hamillon.
SPECIAL Out,standing 
Begonia, Olive McHattie.
587A, 1, Aflcnc Aylard; 
587B, 1. Mr.s. Jacobs, 2. 
I..G. Jenkins; 588, .Sp. 
Sediim, 2, M. Tubman; 
.588B Best Sp. AOSucc., 1. 
Arlene Aylard, 2. Mrs. 
Jacobs; 589 ■ cactus, 1. 
Mrs. Jacobs, 2. H. Van 
Dyk; 590, 2. M. Hicks.; 
591, H. Van Dyk, 2. Mrs. 
Jacobs; 592 • Fuchsia, 1. 
Fred Handy; 592A, 1. Doug 
McHattie, 2. J'rcd Handy; 
593. 1. Olive Mdlnltie, 2. 
Fred Handy; 594, 1. Olive 
McHattie, 2, Doug 
MchHatticl ,594A, 1. Doug 
McHattie; SPFXTAI, I. 
Olive McHattie,
595 - Geranium, I, Fred 
Handy, 2. Mrs. Jacobs;
I Drxig McHattie, ?. 
Olive McHattie; 597, 2. 
Philip Thomas; 598 - Use,
1 FREEZER BEEF1 CANADA GRADKA.I
FRONTS|l0(»-l40UIB. $1 09
11 CUB'I'OMCUT




1 $1981 i n. J,
■ ■"*' 1
f»: ‘1 CROSS RIB
1 ROASTS
1 $1291 ui. JL
GROUND BEEF |
10 im 1Lii. 1^1!} 1
fcHUCK STEAKS SHORT RIBS^
1 $1191 1H. ij<:an 1
lot« In tultlnfl, liftnifto S liiinminH will Intrani* th« prk# rwr lb.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7(193 E.bAANIUUiU.
65^24I1
APPLY IN NOW! 
PREVENT INSECT 

















































SALT SPRAY, TAKES 
TRIMMING WELL.















AND MAY OTHER 
VARIETIES 
1-GALLON POTS 
























NEXT TO THE ENTRANCE TO THE SAFEWAY PARKING LOT
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING SEPT. 23rd






Flat, airablc land, cleared 
and fenced. Unique 2 year 
old lionie, far below 
replacement value. 2.125 .sq. 
ft. of living space which 
includes living room with 
fireplace, family room, rec. 
room, 1 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
well designed balconies for 
outdoor living. Top quality 
construction throughout. 
Must be .seen to be ap­
preciated. Priced at only 





1 bedrooms, full basement,
2 fireplaces, easy access to 
100’ of beach. One of the 
best waterfront buys today. 
Drive by 8213 Lochside 





1267 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 
living and family rooms 
with enclosed patio off 
Family room. Attached 
garage with storage room 
above on large well treed 
























New 2 bedroom, thermal 
windows, electric heat, 
reduced to $46,500.
Older, 4 bedroom, 1600 sq. 





Large L.R. with F.P. 
W/W, 3 Br. - 4th in Basmt. 
S.undeck, immediate 






Attractive one level, three 
bedroom home on one acre 
of wooded seclusion just 
minutes away from 
Marinas. Extra large, high 
garage suitable for motor 
home, large family room. 






Great Family home, close 
to elementary school, three 
bedrooms up, one down, 
finished rec; room, drive in 
garage. Beautifully lan­
dscaped bn large lot, quiet 
street. Interior andi^terior 













Builder of your future
HOMES from $45,000.00 - 
fcaturing - 
•Thermo Winduw.s 
•8 '/j" insulation in ceiling 
•5 year insured Warranty 
•or vflll build ciLstom 
Ask us about purchasers 
participation plan or if your 
thinking of moving to a 
smaller house.








Cosy, 5 bedroom home, 2 
fireplaces.
--3.3 acres, groomed by 
experts. Parking area and 
roads all paved;




—There’s something for 
everyone in the family cm 
this fine property.







Cottage with large 
workshop situated on deep 
well treed lot. Neat beaches 
and .school. Mevdy v.ited 
with eleciric Iteat and hoi 






Bright 3 bdrm plus, nestled 
on 1.15 ac. of natural 
woods. Unique corner F.P., 
full high bsmt. - much 
more. Separate fully wired 
900 .sq. ft. cement blk. 
workshop/garage. View at 
your convenience. Asking 
$78,900.
EAST SAANICH RD.
A proud sparkling bfcauty, 
modern as today with bid 
world charm. 4 Ig. bdrms., 
mst. with 4 pc. ensuite. 
Pool tabic size rec rm. Lg. 
sunny kitchen, 3 F.P.’s, '/i 
ac. with nut and fruit trees. 
Double wired garage. Wells 
for watering. A lovely 
property li.stcd at $87,500,
WEST SAANICH RD. 
1.35 ac., beautifully kept, 
with truly charming spotless 
3 bdrm, home, finished in 
natural wood, leaded glass. 
Expensive .shrubs and 
oinainenlals, fruit trees. 2 
stall stable, loft, tack rm, 




101'x 108' lot with 60’ paved 
for building your boat, 
storage, R.V.’s or 
witatever. Lg. 
gnragc/wotkshop. All this 
plus solid, bright 2 bdrm. 
no step home, Listed ai 
$43,500. Try your offer!
BRENTWOOD 
LOTS
The last on Marchant Rd., 
near the sea, treed, ser­
viced.
2-6100 sq. ft.-$23,000 













FOR ALL YOUR 









5 acre property in North 
Saanich with 2 bedroom 
full basement panabode 
home. Fully fenced with 
year round creek running 





.90 acre lot on Dalkeith Rd. 
Well treed. Approximately 
150 ft. from the end of the 
developed road. Good sized 
mortgage is assumable. 
Good holding properly. 
$32,000
2 bedroom bungalow on an 
easy to care for lot. Vacant 
and ready for immediate 
occupancy. Conveneint 
Sidney location. MLS.
HOUSE & 2 LOTS 
Older ;, , q n^, drqom 
bungalow with two lots. 
Ovviier will sell as a package 
for $55,000 or will sell one 
lot for $22,500. MLS.
COTTAGE BY THE SEA: watch the 
rorrics come and yo. 3 bedroom no. 
ioumlotion houso wilh F.P. asking 
$58,500. Diive by 9647 First St.
I Snlnoy Ihnn phono owner at 656-' 
4V95, i tn upjK>intinofil to see inside.
I / it *
TO SUB-LET 22 ft. mooroge space at 
Westport Marino. Good until March 
31 St. What offers? Phone 656-6960. 
37-1__________________________ _
$275.00 - SIDNEY furnished. 2 bdrm. 
houso. Control location. Six months 
minimum. Availoblo Sept. t5th. 
Phono 656-5762.37-1 
FOR RENT FROM Nov! Ut: one
bedroom, housokooplng cottage ot 
Windward Kiwonls Village for seniors 
over 60 yeors. Couplos preferred. 
Apply by Sept. 30. to 595-0331. 37-1
FURNISHED ROOMS will be ovailoble 
In Bronlwood Boy aroo, commencing 
Oct. Isl. for couplos only, 652-2234 
ofterSp.m.  37-4
SIDNEY CONDOMINIUM overlooking 
water, very spacious, one bedroom. 
Suit mature adults. 382*8037 • 656- 
6988.37-1 
AVAILABLE *OCT. 1. one bedroom 
basement suite, Sidney orou. $200 
per month. 656-1549 . 37-1
SIDNEY WATERFRONT large 3 
j bedroom, $475 month. 656-4066. 37-2
BRENTWOOD — FURNISHED homor2
bedrooms. 2 beds. 2 bath, outomotic 
heat, fireplace, October-April. adults 
with references, $300. plus utilities.
I Phono 652-3428. 36-2
SIDNEY. WAREHOUSE - Industrial 
space. 2500 sq. ft. to rent or loose 










GARAGE SALE, Saturday, Sept. 15, 
old wood stove. Yomoha 100 bike; 
ossorted household Items; mony 
items like now. 9354 Webster Ploce. 
Sidney. B.C. 656-1396.^1
BEDROOM SUITE, Walnut arborite 
buffet, symphonette chord organ, 
bird cages. 652-3372.^1
GARAGE SALE: 2297 Amelia. Sidney. 
10 to 5. Saturday • Sunday. Oct. 15 
ond 16. Misc. household articles. 
Some furniture. Borgoin prices. 37-1 
SOxm BUILDING LOT in Sidney in 
quiet oroa with sooviow. 656-3543. 
37-1______________________
FOR SIDNEY AND BRENTWOOD, best 
clean black loam. 7 yards S6l; 4 yds. 
$41; no. 1 straight old cow manure, 7 









WANTED: one or two bedroom suite, 
reduced rent for light coretoking. 
478-2349. 36-2
GARAGE SUITABLE for two vehicles. 




SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 i'Rfl, 
Rolovctor. Prompt courteous service. • 
.656-1748. If
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Bosoittonis atid t.li»rirt up jobs. 656- 
’ l/".i. 5-TF
FIREPLACE WOOD - fir ond hard-*
woods; Cedar fence posts and roils. 
Phone656-4213. 36-tf
DOORS! BX.'S lowest prices! Pre­
hung interior, $14.90; pre-hung 
exterior, $32.00; fancy doors, $39.00. 
Huge stockl Walker's. Phone 266- 
.7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Drive,
Vancouver. V6P 5Z9. ’ 37*4
, V6-53 GMC DIESEL motor, mostly 
overhauled. Phone anytime Williams 
Lake, 392-5837. 37-1
Well built 3 bdrm, rancher, 
with sunken L.R., brick 
F.P,, D,R., bright kit. with 
c,n. Very Ig, 4 pc. and a 3 
pc. bath. Fenced for 
playyard or pels. Private 
patio, Thi,s lovely home is 
listed at $$9,900.
COMMERCIAL 
10250 sq, ft, commercially 
7Dned, one blk, from 
Beacon. The boiuiH - 3 - 2 
bdrm. cottages with rcnis 
ioialling $.176 p.m. Can be 
yours for jiisr (be price of
the lots. Ask us!





MOBILE HOMES — Never before 
Sovings like Ihij. Now 12x68 Mobile 
Homes, 2 or 3 bedroom, $13,995,00, 
Coll Collect 596-1111. Wosllown 
Homes lid., 16099 Fraser Hwy., 
Surrey, B.C, 35-4 ]
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, chalet stylo 
house. Electric heal, corport, two 
years old. on quiet lone neor morlno. 
Brentwood Boy. 652.2339.3M 
61 MOUNTAIN ACRES, southern 
oxposure; 8 ocres pasture. Now 
smell house,'gravity wolor. Friendly 
neighbours. No power, $37,000. G. 
Rompel, Box 46. Grand Forks, B.C. 
VOH IHO. Phone447•6682 , 37-1
160 ACRE FARM, 110 culllvatod. In 
middle ol booming oil Industry, 
priced lo sell, $47,000.00: SOO gol. 
milk cooler, like new, $2500.00. 
Phone (403)356.2601, Hytho, Alto. 
T0M2C0,37-1 
'4 SHARE 28 ACRES river front. IS 
minutes south ol Ouncon, near 
wolor, 2 A-Irnmes ond cobin. 
$35,000. Phono 746 6601 or write Box 
907Duncon.D.C. V9t3Y2, 37-1
WELL KNOWN business In lovely 
tiimilkornortn Volltr/ lor sole. tAotel 
cole, gas pumps: 3 bedroom house 
on scenic 3-4 acres: year round 
creek. Asking $117,000. Phonii 292- 
i I133^ 37.1
sTaCREI lAKI FRONIAoiT wHh
access near 100 Mile House, Inlerlur 
0,C. Ideol recreation or hobby ronch, 
$42,600. Phono 949.7031, Of write N. 
Perlsirom, Box 121, Port Hordy, B.C,
1 VON 2P0. 37-1
I $76,000 tIUNIY. lovely home, two
bedrooms (en.sulle master 
I bedroom), large llvinO'dlnlng area, 
completely llnlihed rumpus room, 
large bedroom, lull baihroom 
downstolrs. Fenced bockyorri. double 
carpotl. Irull trees. Hot water heal. 
Thermopone gloss throughout. Inlet. 
com, roillo, never point nxleiloi, 
Phone656.4874,  37.1
MOBIirMOmTUPACH one hour Irom
Vancouver In beoulKul treed (xirli at 
Cultus lake. Adults ond lamlly 
sectlonsi coblevislon, club oust 
recreation playgrounds, Sign up 
Ulore October and receive three 
months Iree rent, Colli 050.3196. 37.1
HEAL EEUTS 
FOn HENT
OFFICE IPACE AVAIIABLE Im.
mediately In Sidney, Sultohlii lor 
prolenlofiol. 682 sq, II, Second (loot 
above Totonlo Dominion Bank, 656.
___ _ _____ 14.|l
.T BDEM. FURNISHEO country home. 
Pastoral view, easy access, 
Soonlthlon. Adidts. Reletenrei 
Apply P.O, Box IBB, Sonnkhlan, B.C, 
VWIMiV 37.1
uFFUlNliHli7"'ane"'"'Te7foom
Ufiutliiium. IVUifinii I'liik, $I/.S,
fflonlh, 474.2560, .17,1
WAtiWor" VDNEYr'TiTrnlsh^^^ 
unfurnished house, tulloble lor 
rnufile nnd twn douohlert CVI 15 ■' 
April 15, preler wssteilronl, 
Frelerrtces provided. Appro*. $40i,), 





Owner Wilf Dorman gives 







“Vancouver Island’s most 








NIFlECnONSi Nearly New Shop, 
2440 P Beacon Ave,, Alley behind 
Beacon Barber. Nearly new clothing 
lor Ihe enliiif lomlly, 25-11
ior’Ti¥dii'”orA«b"7Hi^^
WINDOWS, virn. 2ll x 2 II, 6 Inchoi, 
up 10 10 H « 3 It 6 uKhni, Priced Irom 
Ml (Kiln $26,00, 666_6M)6,_ _ _ _ J 5 jj 
wiNDOm 'TN dimtih 
single glass. 2'3'6 It. x 4 It.: 2.311. x4 
It., one, to It, s 4'4 It., also one bath 
tub enclosure. 666-6l%i 36.3
FRESH liOCCOtTjor ire"eilno, Phone 




ond tour loel high, 7»e eochi heavy 
Iwarlng strawberry plants, 15c eochi 
(rtsh lomoloei, beets, cribbage rind 
ci|iplev. Good doors and windows, 
Your price. Insulotlon, 65<>.307t, 3*.2
diRl'S IClTl(ATES,*iTre3 wTdS, $5,00
ond $7.00, tub unKorm, imoll, SB; 
Queen ilie bedspread, lloral, 
turquoise ond rniiuve, SIS. 666.6129, 
371 ■ 
ilcYCii MAriio7bov's,T-ipeed,Tl
Inch tram#, $30, 656 4666 everrlng*.
: ay______ _ _______
FOuicUtHldN c'hesieriTeltl, one tor 
sent Both in good corHlItlon, 666-
627B ____ ' ____ 371
AITAOST NEW, good quality, green 
broodloom, tl'xir 9" aitd 17'«10' 6''. 
/Csiprux, Iktig.iiri suicuit ut $1 pm sq. 
yd, Sidney, Phatve 656.5230 oc 592-
6090.___ ____________ _______ 371
WlNi" c6lOU»TdbT'tr Tala nrSThatr ■
also lorquoite rtxsir. All three, $40.
Col 1656.36l7^tti^jngs^_________3yi
OAiA’di SAli, Sf^SS^JotneTwhir*
Btvd, Suiutoy. tiispl, 17. 12.4 p.m. 37-1
ONE CHILD'S single bod and while 
vinyl headboard, $35; chest ol 
drawers, $25. Phono 656.5661. 37-1
"SOUND POST". Moil order business 
in stereo. Akol cassette deck 34D, 
$239: Akol cassette dock 7090, $399: 
Mono cassette adaptor lor 8-trQck 
machines, $46; postage extra. Please 
write: Sound Post, Box 94521 
Richmond, B.C. V6Y 2V6. Phono 946- 
4616.37-1 
CAULIFLOWER FOR freaiing, $5. per 
dozen. Phone 652-2309. 37-1
LAWN MOWER, roei type, self
propelled, new catcher, $50. Phone 
656-2363. 37-1
NEW 23 CHANNEL C.B. with single 
side bond, antenna, 100 It. Calox 
coble, also 12 ft. diameter swimming 
pool and filter; off white pure wool 
carpet. Phone otter 6 p.m. 656-5636, 
Try trades. 37-1
IRONING BOARD, $7; record player, 
$20; bed-side table, $15; clothes . 
hamper, $15; baby booster soot, $5. 
652-2378. 37-1
CONSOLE STEREO, $225; console hi-fi 
rodio, $45; chesterfield bed, $95: 
chesterfield chair, $25; hall tree, $10; 
metal clothes reck, $5; floor lamp, 
$8; dresser, $60; fire screen, $35: 
mirror. 20x24, $5; eleciric iron, $5; 
gun type oil burner and blower, $15:
2 trunks, $20 each. 656-2561. 37-1
THE MENNONITE TREASUREY ^f
Recipes - 224 pages, spiral-wire- 
bound and plastic tab indoxed. Now 
available by mail at $6.50 post paid. 
No COD'S. Write: The Mennonite 
Treasury of Recipes, P.O. Box 1209, 
Steinbech, Manitoba ROA 2A0. 37-1
12 FT. PLYWOOD boot, good 
condition. $125; Phone otter 6 p.m. 
656-5783 . 37-1
TWO. SOLID BIRCH headboards, 
footboords. One single, one double. 
Shag area rug 6 ft, round; Bissel 
sweeper, floor polisher, 3-speed bike 
(girls), tent trailer. 656-5659 . 37-1
BELGIAN WORK HORSES, tv/elveyeor 
.grade more with two month old colt 
from registered'stud. Two gentled 
yearling lillies._YYo6d Farmers, Box. 
;83, VVinlaw, B?C. VOG2J0. Phone 226-
■'
TRAPPERS — AVOID postal strike, 
write now for tree cotologue on 
'Canada's No. V snores, lures, 
trapping methods, _:slnce .1926 
Hoffman Trapping Supplies Ltd.m Box 
805, Russell, Manitoba, ROJ 1W0. 37-1 
Tr'aPPING SUPPLIES. Our 1978 • 79 
illustroled brochure, now available. 
Most competitive prices on traps, oil 
. sizes and types, onlmor lures and 
bolts, trap wax, dye, and other 
supplies. Write lor your tree copy lo 
Hudson's Boy Company. Row Fur 
Deportment, 10250 • 103 St.,
Edmonton, Alto. T5J 0Y8. Phono (403) 
422-6644 , 36-2
MISC. WASTES
GOOD USED RECORDS, ospocially old 
•tSs for personal collection, 474*1071 
around suDPor time. 29*tf
TRUCK DRIVERS over 20 required. 
Body jobs, occept 24 hour call, good 
wages. Write Circle D Transport. Box 
. 1809, Brooks. Alto. TOJOJO. 37-1 
EXPERIENCED HAIR STYLIST for busy 
salon. Pleasant friendly atmosphere 
to work in. 656-1713 or 656-4554. 37-1 
EXPERIENCED ALL-ROUND ad and 
soles oriented person to write, sell 
ond manage smoll weekly in tho 
Interior. Reply; tho Publisher. Tho 
Tribune, 188 North 1 si Ave.. Williams 
toko, B.C. V2G lYB.^1
SKI AREA REQUIRES licensed 
mochonic. track vehicle operators, 
experienced chof/cooks. Contact 
toko Louise Ski oreo. Box 5, Loko 
Louise. Alto, TOL 1E0. 37-1
HELP GREENPEACE HELP 11 Sellers 
urgently needed for the Greenpeace 
'Go Anyway' lottery. Moke money! 
Save Life! 2108 West 4th Ave. 
Vancouver. V6K 1N6. Phono 736- 
0321. ^3
OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT- 
Recoptionist required in Sidney. 
Please send resume to Box M, c/o 
Sidney Review. 37-1
MATURE LADY required to clean 
smoll Executive homo, one or two 
days. Deep Cove oreo. Experience or 





RECREA TION CENTRE 




SALARY; $1049 - $1132 per month.
Duties will include toking and 
transcribing minutesof committee 
meetings and other generol office 
assignments. Including the 
responsibility for the efficient 
operation of the administration 
' office. maintenance of records 
relating to ice rentals, event 
schedules, employee working hours 
and other related fiscal and 
statistical reports.
Applicants should hove high school 
graduation, typing ability of at least 
65 w.p.rn. and shorthand of 120 
w.p.m. plus consideroble previous 
secretarial and clericol experience.
Applications stating education ond 
experience will be received by the 
Personnel Administrotive Assistant, 
Capitol Regional District, P.O. 
Drawer 1000, Victoria, B.C.. V8W 2S6 
no later than Tuesday. September 
19th. 1978.
BUS. OFFIIIITBBITIES
WANTED MANAGER-INVESTOR for 
Restuoront - Fast Food Business in 
Sidney. Please state experience. 
Reply to P.O. Box 1141, Victoria. B.C. 
V8W1G2. 37-1
VINYLDECK INSTALLATi^S LTD.
with branches throughout B.C. has a 
dealership opening in this area. We 
will train and guide you. Earn up to 
$40 per hour. Smoll investment 
required. Phone 274 0463. 37-2
~~ LOOT 6 FBUHD
LOST: BOY'S gold rimmed glasses, 
vicinity ol McDonald Pork Road. 
Approx, six weeks ago. 656*5778, 
Reword. 37-1
LOST: One Mercedes hubcop. Cream. 
Reword. 652-2244.^1
LOST: smoll block older dog. 
'Duchess". Ardmore oreo. Reward. 
656-29B2.37*1 
LOST: ORANGE cot, female. Wearing 
flea collar. Reword. 656-6376 . 37-1
PETS & LIVESTOCK
AUTOS g SOATS 
FOR SALE
30 FT. CATAMARAN. Only 3700 
hours. Replocemonl value, $11,500. 
656-6310.^1
16 FT. CLINKER SKIFF. Turner built. 
$500. Phone 652-2385 between 6 ond 
9 p.m. 37-1
1973 DELUXE PINTO Holchbock, 
laclory, sunroof, excellent condition. 
652-3677 . 37-1
DEALF.R
Sales & Service to 
all Marine Engines.
Stanwood






















To Be Shown At 
Local Chapel
LUTTMANN - Born to Mr. and Mrs. 
Erich Luttmonn, 4356 Santo Fe Place, 
a son, Daniel Ryan, 8 lbs. 8 ozs.. 
August 31. 1978 at Royal Jubilee 
Hospital. Our thanks to family and 
friends who helped moke Daniel’s 
birth a special and happy occasion. 
37-1
IN MEMORY of our dear sister Gwen, 
who passed owoy September 4th. 
1974. Always remembered.-Cossle, 






WANTED: Cleaning woman one day 
week, Doan Pork oreo. Phono 656- 
4990allor6 p.m. 37-1
WANTED: Hldo-o-bod In good
condition al>o Boy't junior S-tpeed 
bicycle. 656-5345. 37-1
WANTEDi Old pod cordi, covert, 
coin*, zlompj, moil ontlquoi, Write 
or ihip lor my caih oKoi, Will travel 
lo evolualo large holding!, 
collocloblni. 106-655 Victoria St.. 
Komloopi, B.C. V2C 283.37-1
~~mk WANTED
DON'T LET THE HEAT AND Irolflc 
spoil your day, I make pick up ond 
dolivorles Irom Sidney lo Viclotia and 
return each morning. Bill's Express, 
656-3331 (lays; 656-1350 (iveiilngt, 32- 
t( ,,
CARPENTER leeki jobi ol any kind, 
largo ot small, Roiiovolinni, ox- 
lenilons, lundecki, etc. 656-64117,
33 II _ ___ _ ___
iFo rODDERs"” - "DuUhToIulHiipo't 
iiiul Giiidunui (igitm uviulalilu lot 
Sidney nnd sutiuuiuluHl. dlsliicl 
Good woikiiuiMiilup ul I(Hii,iiiiuhlii 
ptituv Now Inwm.uiomUtiiuiinn 
luuuuiq, You munn il wo will do il, 
liu liui) ii'iliiunlui..Coll656 ,1.19/. .1 tl
HOUfESi Addilluns, tlenovotloMi, 
Cnblnel* nnd I'uinllufo, Deilgn ond 
CoiulfucMan, Norm Fi'loten 656 1708.
__ ___________________________ h'l.
SIDNEY ROTOVATING, 50 uuh
Ruiovuiut. PtoMTpl (oultivoul nervicoi 
656 17411. 12 t|
PART-TIME HELP on on "on-call" basis 
Is required by Philbrook's Shipyords 
to work In our fiberglass shop. No 
experience necessary. Anyone in­
terested please apply In person only 
Tuesdays between 3:30 and 4:30 at 
2324 Harbour Road. ' ■ ■ ' 36-3
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSE 
required for Smith sub office. 
Preporotion and experience in Public 
Health preferred. Some treatment 
service involved. Apply immediately 
to: Director. Athabasca Health Unit, • 
P.O. Box 1140, Athabasca, Alta., TOG 
(XIQ. Phone 1:675-2231. 37-2
COMM EVENTS
DISCERNING ADULTS shop 
discreetly by moil. Send $2.00 lor our 
lolesl fully illustroled catalogue ol 
marilel olds lor both ladies nnd 
gonllomen. Direct action, Meikoling 
Inc,. Dept, U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 13-11
BINGO, Sonscho Moll, Tuesday Sept, 
19, 7;30 p.m. Sponsored by Sidney 
Kiwonls Club, Proceeds lo Sonscho 
Improvemenl Programme,32-6 
BINGO: K of P Hall, every Thursday 3 
p.m. Everybody welcome. 23-tt
LAW CENTRE ~ LEGAL AID ClinTc,
Mondovs 1:45 p.m. to 4,30 p.m. 
Appolnlmenls only. Phono 656-1247,
CREDIT UNION BOWLING. Monday 7- 
9 p.m. Everyone welcome. Phono 
Miracle Lanes, 656-2431 or Rowono 
Nunn, 656.22 29 . 37-1
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER, 
A.M,0,R,C, Convocation ond lecture, 
Wednesday, Soplombor 13, 7:30 p.m, 
1620 Fornwood Rood, all Rosicruclans 
welcome. For more Inlotmnllon call 
.184-5269 or write P.O. Box 372, 
VIxIorlo, B.C.V0W2N2. 37-1
ARTEX EMBROIDERY, ’p'^nH and
Hobby products display, Si, Aldan’s 
Utiilud Church, 1611 Bionilniuad, 
Victoria, 0,C, Sept. 22. 10 a.m, - R
p.m. 37-2
All PHASES OF OARDENINO,




TYPING 01 home In lh»
Phone 652-3234 oiler 5 
37-4
Will. TAKE DAYCAR* baby. In my 
liome or a loddler. Phone 656-2548. 
37.1;
wiir BAlVtlT weekdoy!. my home.
Deep Cove area, Phone 656-5080 , 37 -
mYvVAU, BOMDiNO,~opTna and
lextuiiofl, No job too inMill Free
e!hm«lei, Phone652-37_68._ _ _ ....._37_-_1
imRiiNaD PA’iNTIR. lnsl(Te or out, 





HANDYMAN! Roolma. painting, 
small (orpenity jebi oiid l ix it lud», 
656 6684, !»-1
HEIrP WMira
PiRSOH to WORK patl-llme week- 
end *hi(l, Apply In person l oQueen'i 
Puy leii. 101 SSReilhovenOlive. -17 1
ECKANKAR Invites you lo on 
intinduclory talk, Soplombor IB, 0 
p.m nt666HrifoldSt,, VIclorIn. 37-1
l^oiTf....  WAT CHI R$ meeli
Wednoidoy, 7 p.m, Margoiot 
Voughn Birch Hell (St, Androw's 
Cjmrch) 9697 FourIh St., Sidney. 37-1
NEARIV^NEW and Rummerga’ sole,
Soluidny, Seplomhor 16, 10 a.m, ■ 1 
p,m. SI. Slophon's Memorial Hall, St. 
Slephnn's Road, Soarrichion, 
"Corondllon Couri No. 6, Order ol Ihe 
Amotanlh."  37.l
HUMMAOi VALE, Pouquoihim Mali,
9025 West Saanich noor McTovIsh Rd. 
Wednenday, Sept, 20, 6 p.m, > 10 pitn, 
Any donfilloni appreclrtled, 656-
1 ___ ^ ' ___ _____ 37-1
ARTi”)('”’ii>mohrokTerv, palnls and 
hobby product! dUploy. SI, Aldani 
Unlled Clurrch, 1691 Broodmeod, 
Victoria, Seplernher 22, 10 o,m, - 8 
(um,.....  37-2
"ms. oppoRiuiimEs
AUTO WRECKING lowing builnei!. 
Dwelling, Olllce, Shopi, VVorebouie, 
Stork, IW.OOO minimum down or 
tvhol hove you. Vendor sell ot leaie. 
Wdlloi'n! L^e Rafillv, 392.4l1'7- 35-4 
cXi'lioo”. .thrTvIng VarleTy buslned! 
pill! living quatlet!, Sola! Increoilng 
3«,9% grot! prtdit 197* anil geiueg 
bellerl Aiklng $54,900. Orelhyil 
Adami 459-9602, 100 Mile Really 395- 
■ 2248,_____    ____37;1
once" On'lv. High pfo(d"'v»iidina 
liinInBt! •<>' *1 your
community. Rerpiliel.only once per 
,iiu,uilll nimnliiifi. ilritiu. MniUi 
InduHrlit!, 12701 King Geoige 
Higliwriy, Surrey, B.C. V2y 3K^ _37_-_1 
FoiTMT~"or(iTeriim’qie ihingUi 
mill nn Irhh wheel liuller. complete 
wnh !0W ihoipenmg equipment etc. 
ton lie !e*ri opeiotlnq MHslon oreni 
Phcine«26-9(M2. 371
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly 
arranged anywhere in B.C. Infor­
mation ond references on request. J.
D. Phillips Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway. Surrey, B.C.
V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 days or 585- 
1603 evenings. 15-tt
I WOULD LIKE everyone to know the 
meaning ol ECKANKAR. 656-3273. 34- 
4 '
-EARS PIERCED: stainless .steeT studs.’
I Phone 656-5403.: 18-tf
PIANO LESSONS - piano studio 
opening- Sept. 5. Classical end 
popular. All oges. Register now. 8165 
West Saanich Rd. Phone: 652-2014.
36-2  '
v'icTORIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
|..;Fall Show. Friday, Sept. 15. 2 p.m,-10 
p.m.. Saturday, Sept. 16, 10 a.m..-9 
p.m. First United Church Hell, 932 
Balmoral. Admission. 50c. 36-2
IF YOUR FRIEND is thinking ol 
changing your hairstyle - perhaps 
you'd like a prolesslonol second 
opinion. No charge lor this service, 
but by appointment only. To Insure 
privacy, this service is provided by 
Churley Morn Natural Holrstyllng the 
Solon that brought you soli ceroholr. 
656-6811. 37-1
HAIR REPAIR - II your (rionds 
oxporimoni didn't work, 656-6811. No 
questions osked.37-1
I FAMILY WILL PAY cosh tor conned,
homo grown, vegetables and Irull In 
mixed dozen lots. In jors. Your-price, 
Also any kind ol soa food cmd moats. 
478-6576.3i^V
"THE WELL-BEING ol mankind, Ms 
peace and security, ore unattainable 
unless and until It! unity is (Irmly 
esiablished. Boho'u'elah, ’ 37-1
blVORCET”””
$100.00 plus (Mingle*!
Obtain your lawyer !uporvl!od 
divortoover Iho phone lostl Call 
Soil-Counsel Services toil tree, 112- 
BOO-663-3035. Chnrgox ond Master 
Chorgii gccnplod. 37-1
INCORPORMEI 
$100.00 plus filing feet 
O builn your lawyer tuporvliod 
incorporation over Iho phone - - toil I 
Coll SuK'Counsol Service ToM Froo. 
112-800-663'3035. Chargex and 
Manor Charge act epted, 37-1
ThT’dATI oT your HfT'Is in our
compulur'i memoiY bonkt, Our 
lopce-ngn process will unearth Ih* 
right mnlch lo your nspiralions, 
mollvolinnt ami loilo!. No personal 
Interview, Wrlle; DAIE-WORID, Sullo 
300B, 1185 Dunsmulr SI,, Vancouver 
V6C IN7 l’llon«6B0-5444, 37-1
“UTOS 0 BOATS
FOR BALE
“CORRIE; Behind ihe 
Scenes wilh THE HIDING 
PLACE,” a new fuli-lenglh 
color release from World 
Wide Piclures, will be show 
al Oldfield Road Gospel 
Chapel, 5506 Oldfield 
Road, on Sunday, Sep- 
lember 24 al 7 p.m.. There 
is no admission charge.
“THE HIDING 
PLACE, a irue story filmed 
in Holland and other 
European locations, is 
based on the experiences of 
Corrie ten Boom, who, with 
her father, sister, and 
brother, provided refuge 
for countless Jewish 
families. A secret room was 
constructed in their home as 
a hiding place foruse during 
Gestapo raids. The ten 
Boom’s activities were 
I ^discovered*, and they were 
' sent to prison* and - cbh-
centration camp.
According to Kenneth 
Bliss, Director of 
Distribution for World 
Wide Pictures, THE ' 
HIDING PLACE has beeii' 
well received, by audiences ■- 
and critics. “Corrie” was 
produced to give people- 
who have seen THE 
HIDING PLACE or read 
her many best-selling books 
an opportunity to share, 
her memories about life in ; 
Holland, her family, and, 
her lifetime of service to , 
others. ; ■
The film offers a great 
lesson in the perseverance 
of a personal faith in a dark 
and trying period of world 
history. Corrie ten Boom, 
now in her. eighties, has a 
tremendous vitality, and -a;; > 
-profound love. fq-- 
fellow man,” Bliss said. r
Calf Club Season Over
Saanich Holstein Calf 
Club wound up its season 
with three events. The first 
of which was the club’s 
Achievement Day on 
Saanwood Farm.
Lisa Holmen won 
Champion calf and Junior 
Showmanship a\vard and 
Dave Aylard was Senior 
Showman Champion. A 
barbeque followed on the 
farm.
Saanichton Fair followed 
this where David Taylor 
won Junior Showman and 
Lisa Holme, Reserve
Champion Calf.
The Duncan Fair was the 
final event. Ian Anderson 
was Junior Showman . 
Champion and Dave. , 
Aylard who went on to the 
Senior also won as Reserve . 
Champion.
Lisa Holmen’s calf was 
lop junior and Rosalyn 
Yelland’s intermediate. 
This finishes the calf year 
and we would like to thank 
the Rcndlcs, Andersons, ‘ 




Can You Afwwi^r "YES" to Thofic QutfMinng'**
1, Do vou ifltc rolling livt'btirk'^
2- Do you w«nl A buiincK ol yout
.1 Do v'lHf leiiffnvni of (iiitro
4, Do you hAvr A bAck vaiH oi niht*?
PERHAPS YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWFJ^!
IF ACCEPTED AS A PRODUCER, WE OIT-f.H
4 Professional Guidance ♦ Matkeling Service
* Exchange Membership * Complete Supplies
ACT TODAY! SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE!
S«i>d fuma, Mldrfii, phont, dtKripiinn nl (AdliliiHi 10
wdiiu oxaM*! l«CM«Nat ,iNC
I1» ** 'ITRIKT • IMV8M*, TXNNIim JHtl • (IH) IS4-T327
. aw
SIDNEY CAR MART
UIJY IN SIDNEY 
(iSAVU 
on
New Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation Vehicles,
COME IN AND SEE OUR 






NINR FOOT ftonllMrriTinn (ibreglo!! 
rlln^iy tot !(ilq Intluddig 7 II, aon,
V’UW. 3’’41 - I
»a FT, BlTNliil crvner, MLoSoorTiei'i 
oiler, 656 6.110 37-1’
THE CORPORATION OE THE 
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH 
l‘.0. BOX 26, SAANICHTON, B.C.
VOS IMO
CLERK/DISPATCHEIi I
Applicniions arc Invited for the position of 
Clerk/Dispaicher 1, who sliall, under ihc general 
supervision of the Municipal Management Team of 
user agenices, supervise ihc general opcraiion of the 
Communications Centre, providing support services 
to Police, Fire and Public Scrvlcc,s Deparimenis, 
while rendering assistnnee to Municipal 
Admlnisiraiion, Incumbent .sliall be a post-graduate 
siudcnt, having previous dispatch or related com­
munication skills, typing ability minimum 40 
w.p.m., Indibsirial First Aiilc Certificaic preferred, 
and capable of providing supervision to oilicr 
communications personnel. Shift work, Salary 
negoilablc. ‘
Appllcaiion forms arc available u| the Ccnirul 
S.ianlcli Mimlr'lpal Hall, IW? Mt. Mev/tou Cro;.;, 
Rond, Saanichton, B.C,, and will be received by the 





SAANICH FALL FAIR RESULTS
POULTRY
PRODUCTS
250 - 1 Doz. Gr. A Large 
Wtiite, 1. Terry Borwn, 2. 
Rusty Petzing; 251-1 Doz. 
Gr. A Large AOV, 1. Mike 
Davis, 2. Rusty Petzing, 3. 
M. D. Evans; 252 - 1 Doz. 
Gr. A. Med. White, 1. 
Terry Brown.
253 - 1 Doz. Gr. A. Med. 
AOBVV , 1. Terry Brown, 
2. Mrs. D. Berry; 255 - 2 
Doz. Gr. A. Large AOC, 1. 
Neil Russell; 257 - 2 Doz. 
Gr. A. Med. AOC, 1. Neil 
Russell; 259 - 2 Doz. Small 
other than Wh., 1. Terry 
Brown, 2. George Lamont; 
260 - 1 Doz. Duck eggs, 1. 
Janet Lamont.
261 - Largest chicken 
1. Jean Parfclt; 
Championship rfbbon Best
1 Doz wh. cgg/show, 1. 
Terry Brown; Cham­
pionship Ribbon Best 1 
Doz. Br, Egg/show, 1. 
Mike Davis; Championship 
Best 2 Doz. Br. egg/show,
1. Terry Brown; 50 lb. sack 
lay/mash Best exhibit of 
egg, 1. Terry Brown.
267 White Oats, 1. E. 
Raper, 2. Bruce Rashliegh; 
268 268 - Barley, 1. E.
Raper; 270 -Corn A V, 1. J. 
Bartlett; 271 - Oats not less 
than 3 in, 1. E. Raper; 272 - 
Wheat Sheaf not less than 3 
in, 1. E. Raper; 273 - Barley 
sheaf not less than 3 in, 1. 
E. Raper; 274 - Sunflower,
2 stalks, 1. Raymond 
Graham, 2. Allan; 278 - 
Bale of Oat Straw, 1. E. 
Raper; 279 - Bale of Mixed 
hay l.st crop, 1. Bruce 
Rashleigh, 2. Ed Raper; 280 
- Bale of Mixed hay 2nd 
crop, 1. Bruce Rashleigh, 2. 
Geo. J.M. ,Morgan; 283 - 
Bale Oat Hay, 1. J. Looy,
2. E. Raper.
BEEF CATTLE
Grand Cahmpion Bull 
Excebred Jerome - D & M 
Thran. Reserve Grand 
Champion Bull Seabreeze 
J.J. AleJohn - Seabreeze. 
Grand Champion Cow 
Seabreeze Fascy’s ULA - 
Seabreeze. Reserve Grand 
Champion Cow Seabreeze 
Norman’s Beauty 
Seabreeze. Junior Grand 
Champion Bull Exebred 
Jerome D &■ M Thran. 
Reserve Grand Champion 
Bull Seabreeze J J AleJohri 
Seabreeze. Senior 
Champion Cow Seabreeze 
Fascy’s ULA - Seabreeze. 
Reserve Senior Champion 
Cow Seabreeze Norman’s 
Beauty - Seabreeze. Jr. 
Champion Cow Excebred 
Jubilc D & M Thran. 
Reserve Jr. Champion Cow 
Seabreeze Norman Missie - 
Seabreeze.
Grand Champion Bull 
Lynburn Cal - G. Pope. 
Reserve Grand Champion 
Bull Victor 318 15 J Byland. 
Grand Champion Cow 
Allingham Selkirk IJ 
Allingham. Junior Grand 
Champion Bull MS Victor 
318 15 J By land. Reserve 
Grand (Jr.) Champion Bull 
Lynburn Victor 168 3.1 Glen 
Pope. Senior Champioti 
Cow E.J. Nimrod DO H 54 
C Carberry. Reserve Senior 
Champion Cow RSM Miss 
Spidel 5D Byland. Jr 
Champion Cow Allingham 
Selkirk IJ Allingham. 
Rc,scve Jr. Champion Cow 
Allingham Commando 9 J 
Allingham, Sr. Champion 
Bull Lynburn Cal C 1 )H 
Glen Pope,
MISCELLANEOUS
138 general collection 
(stamps) - 1. Peter Storey;
2. Kerry Kerelek. 139 
topical coll - 1. Catherine 
Story; 2. Kerry Kerelek. 
142 Animal scenes 
(photography) - 1. Angela 
Issac; 2. Maria Eis;
3. Alison Moat.
143 Animal scenes -
1. Alison Moat; 2. David 
Bos; 3. Maria Eis. 144 
Farm scenes - 1. Carolyn 
Borden; 2. Lore Wilson; 
3. Lisa Thorne. 145 people
1. Carolyn Borden;
2. Maria Eis; 3. Alison 
Moat. 146 anyunusual shots 
- 1. Maria Eis; 2. Alison 
Moat; 3. Joanne 
Knowlson.
Section 14 Flowers 
505 chrys - 1. Alan Hall; 
2. Maureen Knight. 506 
chrys 1. Alan Hall; 2. H. 
Leake. A/. Alan Hall; 
2. Bob Begg. 1. Bob Begg; 
2. Maureen Knight. 1. H. 
Leake; 2. Bob Begg. 509 
chrys - 1. H. Leake;
2. Bob Begg. 500 - 1. H. 
Leake; 2. Alan Hall. 1. B. 
Pollard; 2. Bob Begg. 
1. B. Pollard; 2. A.W. 
Renfrew. 1. A.W. Ren­
frew; 2. H. Leake. 1. H. 
Leake; 2. Alan Hall.
108 lerrnrium ■ 1. Alison 
Moat; 2. Jan Eis, 109
animal mdc fr. fr/vcg,
1, S c 011 O r i n n c I;
3. Pamela Morri.s. 110
farm mini garden -1. Scott
Orinncll; .3. Kristen Jones 
111 animal made fr fr/veg. 
■ I. Maria Wallace;
2, Megan Socllncr;
3, Mamie Sandeiri. 112
pioneer min gard,
1. Evelyn Tucker. 113 
nproit ■ I. Li.sa Thorne;
2. Maria Eis, 114 skirt 
I, Marla Wallace; 2. Lisa 
Thorne, 120 slacks/jum 
psuit - 2. Alison Moat. 122 
suit jacket/pant s/skirt
1, Barb Eckcrslcy.
125 blousc/insct slecvc.s 
1. Caibic Sudol, 126 dre.ss
1. Cathie S It d o I c
2. Dcnccn Cunningham 
127 skirt - 1. Marie Eis
2, Colleen Graham
3. Cathie Sudol. 128 night 
aiiirc - I, Marie Wallace 
1.30 skitt. blse > I, Ah.sun 
Mo.st. 1.32 dress - 1. Barb 
Eckcrslcy; 2. Laurie 
Nugein, 133 cmb.
1. Marie Els; 2. Alison 
Moat; 3. Beth Camp.
CAGEBIRDS
Best Jr. Colourbred - 
1. K. Millar. Best Jr. Type 
Canary - K. Millar. Best 
Gloster - K. Millar. Be.st 
Border - K & P Anthony. 
Best Type Canary - K. 
Millar.
Best Canary in Show - K 
& P Anthony; Best Seed 
Eater - Anne Millar. Best 
Zebra - Yvonne Millar. 
Parrot Type - June Clugh.
Best Novice Breeder - 
Garth Ball. Best Novice 
open - Garth Ball. Best 
Champion Breeder - Jimmy 
Pendray. Best 1978 rung - 
Jimmy Pendray. Best 1978 
rung opposite - Garth Ball. 
Best Champion open - 
Jimmy Pendray. Best 
Budgerigar / show - Jimmy 
Pendray. Best Opposite 
Bruce Tinkler.
NEEDLEWORK
786 Fancy cushion -
1. Morean Rutledge;
2. Joan Aitken. 787 Emb. 
pic. - 1. Lize Gadhuerson; 
2. Irene Copies. 788 
Hooked rug - 1. Wynn 
Head; 2. Jeasie A. Lane. 
789 Tapestry hooking -
1. Margaret Brown;
2. Alice Willis. 791 Liquid 
emb. o 12” - 1. Patty 
Bateman; 2. Joyce 
Stephens. 792 Macrame 
knotting sm. - 1. Wendy 
James; 2. Linda Turnbull. 
793 Macrame - 1. W. 
McKechmine; 2. Menella 
McTavish. 794 old/new 
craft hdwk/tex - 1. Judi 
Bennett; 2, T. Chicoine 
Palmer.
JUNIOR Section 19
1 drawing - I. Jeffery 
Colley; 2. Suzanne 
Neil,son; 3. John Bentham.
2, pic Cray etc, - 1. John 
Bentham: 2, Jeffery 
Colley; 3. Jenny Steele,
3. pic Cl paper - 1, Jeffery 
Colley: 2, Megan Hoole; 
3. Denise Sandora, 
4drawing - 1, J.J, Hoole;
2. Hilary Anne Colley;
3. Ross Borden. 5 pic cray
etc, - 1. Hillary Anne
Colley; 2. Mark Fuller; 
3. Sarah Evans. 6 pic ct 
paper wk - 1, J.J. Hoole;
2. Hilary Ann Colley;
3. Jason Siccle,
7 drawing flow, an/bird - 
1, John Kyrms; 2. Victor 
Ccihirious; 3. Jennifer 
Davis. 8. pic cracy etc. ■
1. Dale Widdman;
2. Dougic Widiian;
3. Wnyde .Sanders. 9 pie 
cut paper wk - I. Lianne 
Holland; 2, Paula Uon> 
mead; 3, John Kynas.lO 
print design poptaio- I, J, 
Bertrand; 2. Lec-ann 
Bertrand; 3. D, Gunn. 11 
wnier colour -1. Maria Eis; 
2. K. Orinncll; Natalie 
Borden. 12 f/h draw - 
1, John Kynas; 2. Inn 
Anderson; 3. Sarah A. 
Kynas.
13 design any col. 
1. Marla Els; 2. Trent 
Bonnead. 14 slindc si If
1. Marie Wnlincc. 16 f h 
draw. - 1. Marie Wallace;
2. Cathy Bed docs
3. Cathy Tnlor, 17 f.h. 
draw - 1, Vicki Orinncll; 
2. Jolin l,ortl. 18 water 
colour no entry.
19 psych des - 1. Joanne 
Slcclc. 2U l.h. draw 
1, Alison Moat; 2, Lindle 
Wesch: 3, Wlllifttn Taylor. 
21 water col. » 1. Evelyn 
Tucker, 22 idsep 
I, Myulcs Bos; 2. I.Indie
Wesch. 23 oil paint 
1 . Cathy Beddoes;
2. Maiko; 3. John Lord 
Special Rosettex most 
outstanding exhibit - Alison 
Moat (165).
24 Leather wk.
1. Marelia Nugent. 26 
Ceramics - Pam Fox;
2. William Taylor;
3. David Preston. 27
sculpture - 1. Beth Camp. 
28 pottery - 1. Alison
Moat; 2. Linda Wench;
3. Tracy Jarrett. 29 
Macrame - 1. Carolyn
Borden: 2. Necola Parfett;
3, Trina Poison.
30 Weaving - 1. Necola 
Barfett. 31 AOV craft - 
1. Alison Moat; 2. Marilee 
Nugent; 3. Caroly Borden, 
32 leather wk. - 1. Maria 
Eis. 34 Ceramics - 1. Lee 
Ann Bertrand; 2. K 
Grinnell; 3. Trent Bonneal, 
35 sculpture - 1. Helary 
Colley. 36 pottery 
1. Hilary Colley. 37 
macrame - 1. Mather
Futter; 2. Natalie Borden; 
3. Laurie Cunningham. 39 
AOV craft - 1. Kery
Kerebut; 2. Joi Sudol; 
3. Debbie Campbell.
40 A carved obj 
1. Charlie Cunningham. 41 
Bird hse -1. Maria Eis. 42 
any carved obj. - 1. Jan 
Eis. 43 wood turn.
1. James Sealey. 44 table or
desk - 1. James Sealey. 47 
metal wk sm tool - 1. Jan 
Eis; 2. Marie Wallace. 48 
wh 2 layer ck iced - 1. Lea- 
ann Bertrand; 2. Jo-Lee 
Bertrand; 3. Ian Anderson. 
49 cookies - 1. Natalie
Warden; 2. Maria Eis; 
3. Trent Bonnead.
50apppie-l. Maria Eis;
2. Jan Eis; 3. K. Grinnel.
51 Br. sq. - 2. Maria Eis.
52 fudge - 1. Lindsay
Neilson; 2. Maria Eis. 53 
marble ck ice no entry. 54 
ice 2 lay choc! ck.
1. Marie Jean; 2. L. 
Townstead; 3. Shelagh 
Kelly. 55 wh bread - 1. 
Carolyn Sekut; 2. Maria 
Eis; 3. John Bentham. 56 
muff - 1. Tracy Runstey;
Maria Eis; 3. Nadeen 
Hohansen. 58 wh 2 lay ck 
ice - 1; Catrona McHattie;
2. C. Greenwood; 3. 
Janet Lamont. 59 app. pie - 
1. Janet Lamont; 2. Jean 
Godgrey; 3. David Boo.
60 lemon mer. pie '-
1. Jean Godfrey; 2. Tara 
Fisher. 61 br. sq 
1 . Cathie Sudol;
2. Catrina McHattie;
3. Jan Eisi 62 fudge - Jan
Eis; 2. Margaret Kelly; 
3. Jennifer Paterson. 63 
cookies - 1. Coloran
Borden; 2. Deneen 
Cunningham; 3. Vicki 
Grinnel. 64 ice 2 lay chocl 
eke. - 1. Margaret Kelly; 
2. Jean Ryder; 3. Susan 
Evens. 65 Wh bread
1. Carlyn Borden;
2. Katlie Flutter;
3. Margaret Kelly. 67 B.P.
Bixe. - 1. Danie Boo;
2. Jan Eis; 3. Catrina 
McHattie, 68 cinn. buns.
1. Deneen Cunningham. 69 
cake decorated capt, cook 
1. Vicki Grinnell; 2. Linda 
Wench; 3. Pam Fox.
haven, 2. P. Thomas; 
Peaches Veteran, 1. Olfield 
Orchard, 2. P. Thomas; 
Crabapple AOV, 1. Ferni 
Farm, 2. E. Hawkins; 
Grapes light, 1. J. Grant; 
Walnuts, 1. R. Poisson; 
Filbert Nuts, 1. R. Poisson; 
Special, 1. Helen Wylie, 2. 
Elaine Jones, 3. R. 
Underwood.
Jam, 1. Lisa Thorne, 
Jelly, 1. Lisa Thorne; pt. 
applesauce, 1. Lisa Thorne,
2. Maria Eis, 3. Alexis 
Sekul; tallest cornst., 1. 
Tammy Jacobs, 2. Pam 
fox, 3. Ian Anderson; 
Tallest sunfl., 1. Tammy 
Jacobs, 2. James Warren,
3. Steven Pugh; largest 
sunfl. hd., 1. Alice Nielson, 
2. Warren Copeland, 3. 
Tammy Jacobs; heaviest 
pumpkin, 1. John Warren,
2. James Warren, 3. Steven 
Pugh; pit. carrots, 1. David 
Taylor, 2. Jennifer, Davis,
3. Maria Eis.
Beets, 1. David Taylor, 2. 
Jennifer Davies, 3. Maria 
Eis; Onions, 1. Shelagh 
Kelly, 2. Maria Eis; beans 
gr., 1. Nadeen Johansen, 2. 
Ian Anderson, 3. Shelagh 
Kelly; beans yellow, 1. 
David Taylor; potatoes, 1. 
Jennifer Davis; collection 
of Veg., 1. Maria Eis, 2. 
Kristin Jones, 3. Tammy 
Jacobs; tallest sunfl., 1. 
Debby Johansen, 2. 
Carolyn Townsend.
Largest sunfl. hd., 1. 
Lisa Morris, 2. Carolyn 
Townsend, 3. Geoffrey 
Morris; pit. carrots, 1. 
Lowe Sing Farm, 2. Ja n 
Eis, 3. Valerie Tucker,; pit. 
beets, 1. Jan Eis; onions, 1. 
Lowe Sing Farm, 2. Jan 
Eis; beans gr., 1. Debbie 
Johansen, 2. Valierie 
Tucker, 3. Lowe Sing 
Farm; Tomatoes red, 1. Jan 
Eis, 2. Randy Holland; 
tomatoes gr., 1. Sheila 
Jaques, 2. Jan Eis, 3. 
Valerie Tucker; collec- 
tion/veg., 1. Jan Eis, 2. 
Lowe Sing Farm.
Largest potato, 1. Alice 
Nielson; longest carrot, 1. 
Lowe Sing Farm; longest 
bean, 1. Lowe Sing Farm,
2. Alice Nielsen, 3. Valierie 
Tucker; marrow, 1. Lowe 
Sing Farm; weeds, 1. Randy 
Holland, 2. Maria Eis, 3. 
Jan Eis; cut flowers in 
unusual cont.,- 1. Kristen 
Jones, 2. Tammy Jacobs, 3. 
April Lucas; any annual, 1. 
Maria Eis, 2. Ian Anderson; 
any hse. pit., 1. Lisa 
Thorne, .2. Tammy Jacobs,
3. Maria Eis; Terrarium, 1. 
Kirsten Jones, 2. Maria Eis; 
mass arrange., 1. Karen 
Abbott, 2. C. Greenwood, 
3. Jean Ryder; any annual, 
1. Jan Eis; any hse pit., 1. 
Jan Eis, 2. Jean Ryder, 3. 
Alison Moat.
FRUITS
Apples Yellow Trans, L 




TydlMuan^'ViieJ,, 1. P 
Thomas, 2, Oldfield 
Orchard, Alexander, I 
J.A, Townsend; AOV, 1. 
(3 Id fie Id Orchard; 
Gruvenstcin, 1. E. Godfrey, 
2. R. Poisson; Oravcnstcin 
red, 1. E. Hawkins, 2. 
Fernie Farm; King, .l. R. 
Poisson, 2. Fernie Farm; 
Macintosh red, I. E, 
Hawkins, 2. Fernie Farm; 
Spartan, 1, Oldfield 
Orchard, 2. H.J, Sinnoth; 
Golden Delicious, I. H.J, 
Sinnoth, 2. Olfield 
(Jrcliurd; Bousock Penis, 
1. Ferni Farms; Bartlett, I 
R. Poisson, 2. M.D, Evans: 
Anjou, I. M,.D. Evan.s; 
Conference, 1. R. Poisson; 
Pears AOV, 1, M. Davis, 2. 
R. Poisson,
Winter B.anana, I, Ferni 
Farm, Cox Orange, 1, 
Olfield Orchard, 2, J.A. 
Townsend; AOV, 1. 
Olfield Orchard, 2, E, 
Godfrey; Largest Apple, 1. 
Olfield Orchard; Collec­
tion, 1. H.J, Sinnoth, 2. 
Olfield Orchard; Apples 
V.T.n.N., 1. E. Hawkins; 
Gold phun, 1. J.A. 
TowsencI, 2. D.B. Rynll; 
Bonds seedling, 1. Fuller,
Saanich Peninsula 
Lacrosse Association will 
wind up the season at its 
annual general meeting at 8 
p.m. on Sept. 23, at 
Brentwood Community 
Hall with a public dance. 
Dancing to Denny’s canned 
music will be from 9 p.m. to 
1 a.m. and proceeds will go 
low.ard buying equipment 
for Ihc players.
For tickets nnd further 
details phone Dick Gibson, 
association president, at 
652-1047, or Mrs. Linda 









Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 

























Windows - floors 




Governmont cortifiod technician 
with 35 years eKperionco in 




Leader of the National 
Social Credit Parly Lome 
Reznowski who visited 
British Columbia recently, 
was a guest of Mr. nnd Mrs. 
Lew King, Harbor Road, 
while he was in the Greater 
Victoria area.
Ferni l-ttrm, Damson, I.
T. Luckcr; Italian Prune, I, 
Olfield Orchard, 2. E.M. 
Aflntr.
thiachcs Pacific Gold, 1. 
P, Stanlakc; Peaches red
While here the, leader, 
who is from Winnipeg 
where he is a professor of 
English l.iteraturc at Si. 
Paul’s College, University 
of Manitoba, addressed 
.several public meetings up- 
Island and in Victoria nnd 
look part in several radio 
nnd television shciw.s , 
Uc/.nowskI is greatly 
concerned about moral 
values in Canada and urges 
a return to older standards 
ns well as n debt-free system 






New Homes & Cobinets, Custom 
build Remodelling. Additions 





Industrial - RcsiciciUial 
Commercial Wiring 
































SER VICES LTD. 
656-4244
New Homes
Renovotions, Cabinets and 
other types of woodwork





“14 years of guaranteed 
floor laying ex­
perience.”




Repairs to refrigerotors. A/C‘s 
freerers, washing machines, 
dryers, ranges, dishwashers, 
washer & Dryer hookups. House 
Rewiring.
REASONABLE RATES
Prompt and reliable service colls 
at reosonoble rates or bring in 
your T.V. or stereo on your woy 
to town.
Open from 9 to S 











Hot Water Heating 






















“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
98101 Fourth St. , 
Sidney
6S6-18II
GEM mi METAL 
PRODUCTS LTD.





Follow Conora. to. Airport 
Industrial area entrance ond then 
follow signs to Gov't Air Services 
Branch. We are right opposite.
•Boat Roils • Tanks 
•Custom Hardware etc.










1842 Keating XRd. 
652-1808 
We make custom built 
kitchen and bathroom 
Cabinets.
656-1671 SIMONIZING
G . & W.
Landscaping Ltd.
Residential, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.












MSHITEZIlXUU ;i CUfnwA, 
.OJWfcTlLUffTIPH2LE.im,TW.- UL * p'OJITUtL . 




22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.














^B A CK 
WORK 
»CA T WORK 
^TRUCKING
HOE











Marino Auto A Safety ClaiB 





























J COMPLETE JANITORIAL SERVICES ! 
.FOR HOME a OFFICE.




Roody MlH Conn #!#, Smid.Draln, 






















186-1 John Rd, 
656-2692



















in carpet & 
upholstery cleaning 
STEAM OR 
JET SPRAY RINSE 
Sjuimpooor by Hand 



















Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
in. Rotovator, Prompt, 
Courteous Service. 
656-1748
UOV’S ALI.HAV MARINE.SEUVICES LTD. 
223K llurliotir Rd. • Sidney
lACrORV AIJTIIOKI/.ED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - .lOlINHON AND 
EVINRUDE OIJTHOARDS, MERCRUISER 
SIERN DRIVE.

























3901 Codnr Hill X Rond 
Victoria, B.C. VHP 2N3 
(604) 4V7-10a2
Kciitl $2,00 fur, full i;uSuwr euitalugue coaiulnlaK 
complete inrorinufion, drawings, floor plans A
’>v:.
■::: 'ii'
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SAANICH FALL FAIR RESULTS IN REVIEW
HORSE SHOW 
RESULTS
3ft’. Novice Working tinnier 
I, High Culihie, Cnihy 
Wilson, ('niliy Wilson; 2. 
Ilogam'hc, Aiinec .ShoUl, 
Aiince ShoUl; .1. Islaiul 
Imp, Cl. Spiven, Sonya 
Spleen; 4, Tristan, .Mil 
Yonge, Jill Yonge.
37. Careen Working lliinler 
1. Hoga/eebe, .Aimee 
ShoUl. .Mnu'C ShoUl; 2, 
C'oppei C'oin. Trisha 
C’olton, Trisha Cotton; ,U 
Jill Yonge, Jilt 









1, Come Say Yes, Joanne 
CJrehard, Joanne Oivhaivt; 
2, tslaml tn\i>, CC Spreen, 
Sonya Spreen; Copper 
C'oin. Trisha C^otton, 
Trislia C'otton; 4. Tristan, 
Jill Yonge. Jill Yonge,
3^. .Aniuieur Owner 
Working Hunter
1. Tristan, Jill Yonge. Jill 
Yonge; 2. C'opper Coin. 
Trisha Colton, Tiisha 
C'otton; J, High C'alibre, 
C'athy Wilson. C'athy 
Wilson; 4, Rasltis, Jill 
Yonge, Jill Yonge.
40. t’rellininnry Jumper
1. Z.otliac, K, Wiib 
ilowson, K, WirUlowson; 2. 
C'ountry Fair, Dong 
Anrlei son, Doug Ancler.son; 
.1. Tristan, Jill Yonge, Jill 
Yonge and The FYiendly 
Ciiant, John D. Davis, 
Cdndy Davis),
41. Jumper CJla-w - Fault & 
Out
1. Hayden. Nancy 
MeMinn, Nancy McMinn; 
2. Rasnis, Jill Yonge, Jill 
Vonge; 3. Zodiac. 
Katherine Widdowson. 
Katherine Worido'vson: 4, 
Archer’.s Tomahawk, l.eO' 
Bar Appaloosas, Barbara
den Boer.
.(2. Kouil I luck
1. Filbe, Pat Holmes, 
Peter Holmes; 2. 'Trouble’s 
Blond, l oti Tar.son, l.ori 
I,arson; .J, C'aseem, S. A: J, 
Brybe, Joanne Bryce; 4, 
Bakkir Tyar. Donna Burr.
43. Koud Huck lover 15.2 
hniulsl
t, Sunshine C'asey. 
Wendy Thmnpson. Wemly 
Tlu'inpson; 2. Bi>gareebe, 
Aimee Shi>ld. AiniceShold;
3, CUsme Say Yes. Joanne 
Chchard, Joanne (Irchard,
44. Show Hack (Over 14.2 
huntis up to li loci. 15.2 
humls)
1, lilbe, Pat Holmes, 
Peter Holmes, 2. C'aseem. 
S, J. Bryce, Joanne 
Bryce; 3, Koala, Mrs. C'.C'. 
Carpenter. Peggy .Angus.
45. Show Hack [over 15.2 
huiuTs]
1. Sidrita. Pat New matt, 
Pal Mewitum; 2, La Zonrl, 
Fd. Velestuk, Marg 
Velestuk; 3. Outrigger. T. 
Lancelyn, 'T, l.ancelyir; 4. 
Keepsake, C2atherine 
Braiul, C'aiherine Brand,
466. Working Hunter under 
Saddle
1. CAnne Say Yes, Joanne 
Orchard, Joanne Orchard;
2. Bogaceebe, Aimee ShoUl, 
Aimee ShoUl; 3, Bascar. 
Kathy Jawi. Kathy Jawl; 4. 
Mahogany, Weirdy Hunt, 
Wendy Hunt.
47 A. Careen Working 
Hunter under Saddle
1, Ua.scar, Kathy Jasvl, 
Kathy Jawl; 2. Mahogany, 
Wendy Hunt, Wendy Hut;
3. Sunshine CYisey. Wendy 
T h 0 m p s 0 n , W e n d y 
Thompson; 4. Artichost, 
Oak Meadows. Trudy 
Madson.
47B Green Working Hunter 
Under Saddle
1. Bogaieebe. Aimee 
ShoUl, Aimee ShoUl: 2. 
CJome Say Ye.s. Joantre
5RAISEf0URi|)WN;:BEEF;
MARE IT REALLY
a Mg docile, easy calving CharoUais 
cow, Male calves reac^ i300 to 1500 lbs. in 
om year. Excellent meat.
Contact
: Canadian Sferkikm ■ 
Polled CbaroUais Ranch 











3. Kecpsiike, Catherine 
Brand, C'lihtcrine Brand; 4. 
Silver Jnlic, Shelley Smith, 
shelley Smith.
48. ICnglish I’leusure Horse 
(irver 14.2 liiutd.s up to & 
incl. 15 liiinds)
1. Hlbe, Pat Holmes, 
Peter Holmes; 2. Korhee. 
Lee Womls, l.ee Wooils; 3. 
C'aseem, S. A J. Bryee, 
Joanne Bryee; 4. Koala, 
Mrs. C. C. C'arpenter, 
Pegyry .Angus.
4*). Knglish I’leusure Horse 
[over 15.2 hunds|
1. Boga/eebe, .Aimee 
ShoUl. .Aimee Slurlil; 2, La 
Zoml, till Tielestuk, Marg 
Velestuk; 3, C'ome Say Yes. 
Joanne (Yrcharil, Joamie 
OreUiinl. 4. Clahbedy 




Feninle Cnrlf, 1. R, 
Mmrie; 2. l.ee Wallace; .t, 
Lee Wallace: 4. R, Mutrie;
-S, S. Stanlake.
Female 2 yrs. old - 1. Lee 
Wallaee, 2. R. Mmrie; 3. R. 
Mutrie.
Female 4 yrs. old - 1. R. 
Mutrie.
C'ow with Best udder - 1.
R. Mutrie.
Female Jr. Yearling - 1. 
R. Mmrie.
Female Sr. Yearling - 1, 
R. Mmrie: 2, Lee Wallace.
Female 3 Yrs. old - 1. R. 
Mmrie; 2. R. .Mmrie.
Female 5 yrs. or older - I 
. R. Mmrie.
Breeders Herd - 1. R, 
Mutrie.
Jr. C'hampion Heifer - R. 
Mmrie; Reserve Champion 
Heifer - IT .Mutrie; Sr. 
Champion Cow - Lee 
Wallace; Reserve Cham­
pion C!ow - R, Mmrie; 
Grand Champion Female - 
Lee Wallace: Reserve 
CJhampion Female - R. 
Mutrie: Best liddered Cow 
- R. Mutrie.
AYKSHIRES
Bull Calf - l.G, JHcLeod: 
2. A. Vuik;3. J. Pluckett.
Female Calf - 1. K..A, 
Parker; 2: A. Vink; 3. B. 
:Saville.."'., c;’
Female Jr. Yearling - I. 
B, Say ilk: 2. J. Baime, 3. 
GcMcLebd.,.'
Female Sr. Yearling - 1. 
G -Me L,eod; 2. J.! BaUue; 3. 
A, Vink,
Female 1 Yrs. Old • 1. J. 
Baliue*. 2. A. Vink; 3. ,A. 
Vink.
Female 3 Yrs Old - 1. J. 
Baime; 2. C>. McLec'd.
Female 4 Yrs. Old - 1. J. 
Puckett; 2. G. McLeod. 
fetuaVe 5 Yrs. o.r Older •
I, G,McLeod.
C'ow with Best Udder - I.
J. Puckett; 2, G.. McLeod. 
Grand Ch.atnpjoin Bull -
C'i. McLeod; Reserve - A 
Vink; Jr. Chawiijjkuii Heifer 
- A. Biuk;' Rese.rve • B. 
Savilk; Sr. C'hatinipk''fl C'ow 
* J, Bahme; Reserve ■ 
Vink; Grand Ch.'j.nwpk'n 
Female - J . Ba!:cn'.'; Reserve 
A, Vmk.
HOLSTF..INS 
Bull CaW ' i, Siattbs'oe 
LXtlvy Varar; 2,
.|i.;.dgc.. y .'v.ogc.
Female CaW - 1. J. 
Ps\'!m.itn; 2, Gt'-cr Stum: 3. 
r, .C M. V'..'C'"C'’
Female Jr. Yearling L 
Suitbope Daity Fa!,!ir, 2. 
.Bill .Judge; 3. Siauhope 
l,Mir> Farm,
; Fem.aile Sr- VenrlLiig - 1. 
St.ai'.hope Duifv Fa:'in; I K 
-Judge.A Sons,; 3 Sai!iW(.'od 
Fj-fins,Ltd, ..
" Feoiiale -1 Yrs. l)ld > L
Si:,j.nhsve Daj-.ty Farm; .2.
Saanwood barms Ltd; 3. K. 
Judged Sons,
Fcmulc 3 Yrs. Old - 1. 
Stanhope Dairy Farm; 2. 
Bill Judge; 3. Stanhope 
Dairy barm.
Female 4 Yrs. Old - I. 
Saanwood b'arms l.td.; 2. 
Stanhope Dairy Farm. 
Female 5 Yrs. or Older -
I. K. Judge A Soits; 2. 
Saanwood I'anns l.td.; 3. 
Saanwood b'aritis Lttl.
CV»v wilh Best Udder - 1. 
K.Judge A Sons.
Breeders Herd - 1.
Staidtope Dairy Farm; 2. 
Saanw'ootl b'arms Ltd.
Grand Champion Bull - 
Stanhope Dairy b'arin; 
Reserve Champion Bull - 
Bishop Judge.
Jr. C'hampion Heifer - 
Stanhope Dairy Farm; 
Reserve Champion Heifer -
J. Poelinan.
Sr. C'hampion Cow - K, 
Judge and .Soirs; Reserve 
Champion Cow - Stanhope 
Dairy Farm.
Gram! Champion Female 





67 2 White Bread -
1. Elaine Jones; 2. CYlive 
Me Hat tic; 3. Donna 
Wcednuin. 673 Brown 
Bread - 1. E.J. Rayner;
2. Joan Aitken. no entries 
for 674. 675 Bread rolls 
brown - 1. Alice Wesch:
2. Irene Wadham. 676 Tea 
Pancakes - 1. E. Kenwood;
2. .Anne Pugh, 677 
Nut.' Date LT ' 1. Sylvia 
Gill; 2. Carole Rickard. 
675 Sugar Cookies -
1, Alice Wesch; 2. Joan
C'odfrey. 675 A Oatmeal 
cookies - 1, Lori Lane:
2. E, Godfrey. 679 Plain 
Brat) Muffins - 1. Lillian 
Holland; 2. Marilyn 
Graham. 679A Muffins 
AOV - 1. Nonna Seakag:
2, Dawn Johansen. 650 
Macaroons - 2. N,
Manson. :
651 Yeast Cinnamon 
Buns - 1. Barbara Beu- 
tham; 2. Anne Warren.
653 B. P. Biscuits - 
L- Niarily Graham; 2, Mrs. 
C, P.M oat .654 Shor tbfe-ad 
squares’- ^ , 1.: Anne; ; Pugh; 
;2, - Nonna Sealey. 655 Iced 
Brow r.ies - {. Irene
Wadharns,
656 Plum Pudding - C.R. 
Robinson. 657 Jelly Roll 
white - L Olive McHattie. 
657 A Jeliy Roll choc. - 
2. .'\une Warren. 655 
Choc. 2'layer cake - 1. E. 
Godrey; 2. M. Anderson. 
659 Dccocatesi Wedd,ing 
cake • I. Dallas Wesch.
690 .Angel Food Cake • 
l„ Ferni Farm.
691 So«,ge Cake uniced -
1.. -Anne Fug'n; 2- Mary 
Lyon. 691 A Carrot Cake ,•
1.. Marilyn Graham; 
2- Joyce Stephens.
-692 Cupealtes - l.P. 
Fane; 2. Sasatr .Vlartman. 
6‘^4 'Sa'sin Pie • L -Judy- 
j ’oean; 2. Betty Lord. 64:5 
i l-cmou Menn,ge Pie - I - E. 
Godfrey; 2. Heather 
Fisher, 6'4ie. Pumpkin pie - 
L -A.i,ia.n., 697 Piate c'f
Pot-ji:'oe'' beikd '.Ah-; -C--.' ■ 
1. Judy Bean.;
Benth.-jm.
ses S.eei,'; 1] '
V-jint Ha.iffes.
Weic.tn.ia. ■ !j99 
! - Edna, Bea-R, 7i.\i Spe.;,atT-. 





701 Special - Heather 
Fisher; 2. Elaine Bastone. 
702 Special - 1. Mr.s. G.R.
R o b i n .s o n : 2. Olive
McHattie. 703 Special -
1. Mrs. Cl.R.R. Robinson:
2. Irene Wadharns. 704 
Special - 1. Edna Bean;
2. Judy Bean; 3. •Allan.
705 Special - 1. Anne
Warien; 2. Lynn Sealey;
3. Mrs. Geo Vant Llaaff.
706 Special - 1. Healier 
b'isher; 2. Norma Sealey;
3. Olive McHattie.
Fruits
620 Apricots - 1. Fred 
Handy: 2. Mrs. Geo Vant 
Haaff. 621 Peaches -
1. Stella Morris: 2. Mr.s. 
Carol Wilsoa. 622 Plums -
2. Mrs. Geor Vant Haaff.
624 Cherries - 1. Stella
Morris; 2. Mrs. G. Berry.
625 Pears - 2. Mrs. G. Vant 
Haaff. 626 Fruit salad -
1. Mrs. Cl. Vaut Haaff.
Diced Rhubarb (627) -
2. Stella Morris. 628
Raspberries - 1. Stella
Morris. 629 Strawberries 
(uo entry)
630 Loganberries
1. Stella Morris. 631 Black 
berries - 1. Stella Morris;
2. Mrs. G. Vant Haaff. 632
.Applesauce - 1. Stella
Morris; 2. Irene Wadham. 
633 Special - 1. Stella
Morris. 635 Strawberry 
Jam - 1. Allan; 2. Judy 
Hickman. 635 .A Blackberry 
Jam - 1. June L. Brown;
2. Allan. 636 Raspberry 
Jam - 1. .-Mice Hickman;
2. Edna Bean. 636.A 
Apricot jam - 2, Fred
Handy, 637 Loanberry Jam
- I. Edna Bean; 2. Mr. G. 
Hcffelginger.
637A 'jam .AOV - 
1. Stella Morris: 2. June 
L. Brown. 635 Plum Jam -
1. June L. Brown; 2. Irene 
Wadham, 639 Citrus fr. 
marmalade - 1. Edna Bean;
2. Irene Wadham. 639.A 
Marmalade Seville or. -
1. Mrs, G. V;int Haaff;
2. Jam.es Crombie. 640 
Crabapple jelly - 1. Edna 
Bean.
641 Loganberry jelly - 
L. Mr. G. Haffelfinger; 
2. Edna Bean. 642 (jrape 
jelly - L Edna Bean. 642 
Rhubarb jelly - 1. Edna 
Bean, 644 Lemon Curd -
1. Lillian Holland r
; SPE-CIAL coU. of jellies.
- 1. Edna Bean.; 646 
Salmon - i. Bill Edbrooke;
2. Niargiuet _ Cowe. 6-15
C h ic k en - 1. .Mrs. G. ant 
Haaff, 649 Whole 
Tomatoes - l.Mrs. G. 
Van! . Haaff; 2. Fred 
Hundys,. 6.50 Beans gr. or 
wax - 1. Frod Handy;
2. Dawn ■- Johansen.. 652 
Diced Beets - 1. M.G.
Munn; 2. Fred Handy.
653 Diced carrots - 
1. M.G. Nunn; 2. Fred 
Ha.ady. 654 Corn off cob -
1. -9 L, G. ■ N unn; 65 5 S pec iai' 
no, entry. 656 Pickled vvhite 
onions * '1, Edna Bean;
2. Alice Hickman, 657 
Chutney rhubarb - 1. -Ed.aa
j Ekan; 2- SteUa Morris, o55 
j Chutney ,AOV -- 4. Edna 
I Bean; Z. Stella Morris. 659 
i G R T 0 ma:oe re I i ,> h - 
1. Sr,-eiia Morris; 2. Edna 
Bean- 6.59a Reii:sh .-VOV •
I I. V'j.l Harrison; 2. Irene 
j 'v'lao.i-raj'u, 00; Breau,'ouccer 
-pieivies ’ I, Ed,r?.,Ji- Bean; 
j 2., Mrs. G. Vant. Haur'f, c61 
74.-.si-ar-a pie.sies • i. 'sai 
'Harri-son: -2. Steila Nlocps.
>m.2 Odl p.ie.kies -!,
G Va.m; H-JU-ff; 2, Sretia 
j Mor"vi. 60-'* Berr-r fruii'a 
j 2- M-irgarec Dowd„ 6»?4
Veg. av. - 1.




AV - 1. 
2. Anne
VEGKTABLES 
Gallon jar of Silage, I. 
Ed Raper; Turnip.s swede,
I. Mar Farms; Mangela 
long red, 1. Mary Bartlett; 
Mangels yellow, 1. Mary 
Bartlett; Mangels sugar, 1. 
Mary Bartlett; Mangels 
AOV, 1. Mary Barilcss; 
i’umpkin heaviest, 1, Fred 
Handy: Squash heaviest, 1.
J. A. Townsend: Potatoes 
Warba, 1. .LG. Michell; 
Potatoes Hudson, 1. 
.Agriculture Canada, 2. 
r.G. Michell; Potatoes 
Netted Gems, 1. J.G. 
Michell, 2. Mar Farms: 
Potatoe.s, Norgolcl Russel.
1. Mar Farms; Potatoes
While Rose 10 lbs., 1. J.C. 
Michell: Potatoes AOV
late, 1. J.G. Michell. 2. 
.Agriculture Canada.
Best Bo,\ of Potatoes in 
Show (Ribbon) - J.G. 
Michell.
Tomatoes, red. 1. Elaine 
Hobday. 2. Philip Thomas; 
Tomatoes, green, 1. George 
Westwood, 2. Bob Jones;
Best E.vhibit of Tomatoes 
grown in open - Elaine 
Hobday.
Onions, red. 1. H. Van 
Dyke; Onions, yellow, 1, 
H. Van Dyke, 2. Mike 
Davis: Onions, white. 1. H. 
Van Dyke, 2. Neil Russeli; 
Onions, large, T. H. Van 
Dyke, 2. K&D Downard 
Onions, largest. 1. H. Van 
Dyke; Peas Dwarf. 1. H. 
Van.Dyke.
Corn stripped sweet 
yellow, 1. Bryce Rashliegh,
2. G. Fox; Corn stripped 
sweet yellow, 1. Bryce 
Rashleigh, 2. G. Fox;
Best exhibit of corn in 
show-Bryce Rashliegh.
Cucumber grown in 
open, 1. Murray Gaw, 2. 
Mar Farms; Cucumber long 
English, 2, K.&D,
Downard; Cucumber 
pickling, 1. K&D Downard, 
2, G. Westwood; 
Cucumber, gherkins. 1. G. 
Westwood. 2. Fred Handy.
Be;sc E.xhibit of 
Cucumber in Show - 
Murray Gaw”. -
Beans Searlet runner, 1,
Centro I
Sidney & N. Saonkh 'Gordon
FALL SHOW
- Flowors Frylt — Vo'gotoblos 
Mlirpwl V'Hi|hn-8ia‘iTi Hail - 4'ttii St 
Sakr^ai, 23^^ - ,1:304:00 ?M
' Mmmm mil
327,4 Cf toJb'Ob/ -i'
Sidney & N. Saanich Garden Club
. Monday-.48th S«|3».-.o1,7s30:,F.i»^, " 
St. Androw’f Chyneh-Neill 
S|?«iltr;-,0r. Harm FI.O. - Ciiitar®
iVm,pc7i.'t-iiG«;, c,?’,l>yll77;T»,





’•A)-:, iuj’-ic eirarufij ccinpluticn 
-5.'k.VN.!,C'H'rGN , fcuturniij; 
■C;in.-iti!ait liT)i.'i.'rial--'Sank 
c'lirtatij -littJ cii.'ik ’.o die Poii!.
.) buihJiPij a:j
t brwiitt cf tile 
•' Cdiii-cnerce, -irnple
SOME SPACE FOi LEASE 
ISSmiAWIUSlE
FOR ih FORMA HOh CA li
myCLAIR D€ vsi OPMEhTS 
MiA DOCClASSr,. VICTORIA,
Mar Farms, 2. D. F’hillips; 
Beans polo AV, I. Paul 
Delbrouck, 2. P.N. Kelly; 
Beans dwarf wax or butler,
1. Mr. Hicks, 2. G. 
Westwood; Beans dwarf 
green, 1. L.G. Jenkins, 2. .1. 
Jean; Beans longest runner,
1. Diane Anderson.
Best E.xhibit of Beans in 
show - Mar Farms.
Beets globe, 1. Bob 
Jones, 2. Paul Delbrouck; 
Beets AOV, 1. Jean Grant,
2. Mike Davis
Best Exhibit of Beets in 
sliow - Bob Jones.
Turnips swede, 1. Mar 
Farms, Carrots, short not 
o\er 3", 1. Pat Bastoon, 2. 
Bob Jones; Carrots, in- 
temiediate not over 7”, 1. 
Mar l-arms, 2. Jean Grant; 
Carrots long over 8”, 1. 
Mar Farms 2. K&D 
Downard; Carrots longest,
1. Mar Farms.
Best Exhibit of Carrots in 
slunv, ■■ Mar Farms.
I’arsnips, 1. Jack Mar, 2. 
M.G. Nunn; Potatoes 
W'arba, 1. Mar Farms. 2. 
"T.G. Michell; Potatoes 
netted gems, 1. Paul 
Delbrouck, 2. T.G. 
Michell; Potatoes late AV, 
1. Mar Farms; Potatoes 
largest. T.G. Michell.
Best E.xhibit of Potatoes 
in show - Mar Farms.
Baking tray of small 
mixed Veg., 1. W. Wylie, 2. 
•Allan; Basekt of mixed 
fruit/veg., 1. C. King; 
Gourds etc., 1. Allan, 2. 
Fred Handy; Herbs, 1. 
K&D Downard, 2. Jean 
Grant; Lettuce, 1. Mar 
i arms; Lettuce Leaf, 1. 
Jean Grant; Leeks. 1. K&D 
Di’wnard, 2. Mar Farms. 
Cabbage, red, 1. Mar
1. M. Tubman, 2. L.G. 
Lonkins; Watermelon^ 1. 
Stella Morris, 2. L.G. 
.lonkins, Veg. Marrow 
green, 1. Fernie Farms; Veg 
Mitrrow white or yellow, 1. 
Mr. P. 1-are, 2. Mar Farms.
Best E.xhibit of Marrow 
of snow - Mr. P. Fare.
Grceti peppers, I. Bob 
.lones, 2. M.G. Nunn; 
Sc|uash, Zucchini, 1. Allan,
2. l ow Sing Farms; Squash 
acorn or table Queen, 1. 
Dong Thomas, 2. Jack 
Mar; Squash green hub- 
bai tl, 1. Stciihcn Michell, 2. 
Ci. Westwood; Squash 
Golden Hubbard, 1. Fred 
Hatidy, 2. Neil Russell; 
Squash blue tuibbard, 1. G. 
Westwood. 2. Jack Mar; 
S(.|uash Buttercup, 1. Allan, 
2. .1..A. Townsend; Squash 
AOV, 1. Stella Morris, 2. 
Maude Bean.
Best Exhibit of Squash ifi 
show - Doug Thomas.
I’umpkin (pic type), 1. 
Philip Thomas, 2. Jack 
Mar; Pumpkin, 1. Jack 
Mar, 2. Stephen Michell.
Best Exhibit of Pumpin 







2446 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C.
Telephone; 656-7024
-. Bob Jones; 
green, 1. Mar 
P. Vergaurven; 
heaviest. 1. Ed. 
Cauliflower, 1. 
Bean, 2. T.G. 











Best Exhibit of Br-assica - 
M.uidc Bean.
Chard swiss. 1. Mar 
f arms. 2. Philip Thomas, 
Chard crimson, 1. Mar 
Tarnrs. 2. Philip Thomas, 
Citrdn, 1. J..A. Townsend. 
2, S. J ackson, M usk nrelon.
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office
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j_69 ROUND STEAK $1onfl^TBJ'NADA GRADE 'A'.JnUHO 1 goneijss lB. JA
CANADA GRADE A' BRISKET POT ROAST Boneless $|39LB.
1 PEANUT BUnER
1 Smooth or Crunch 48 02. Tin ™
KRAFT PARK,AY m-.1
MARGARINE $187
3 lb. Pkg. & 1
UfeCOil'S
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1 -JAM '' „ 0%y'
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STONE WHEAT tuQTUIMC **'^ST0N «!> B IJ
1 nlNo ,20 02,. large Pkg, JL
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Oatmeal m Viriet^ Pack OQI-
COOKIES uor-Pki 0^
RISE 4 SHINE mm*
ORANGE CRYSTALS
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NABOB KADANA t 4 COTEABAGS
lorsPiig. -
SUN RIGHT
SOAP POWDER $ ?88
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Frozen, Pocked on Troys. • • • e « • e
Pill SiBaks
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Pepperoni & Cheese; 
Twin Pack of 
Two - 8" Pizzas.
13 oz. Package ... .
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Serve Lettuce & 
Tomato Solod.
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?2.99Assorted Colors . Each
frnf............
Serve With a 
Wedge of Lemon. 
Size 8 u ......... . Each
f!*'
From California.
For the Fruit 
Bowl or
A Greot Ideo for 
The Lunch Box. . . ,












In Ail Your Friendly, Courteous Sofewoy 
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128 fl. oz. Jug
Town House.
128 fi. oz. Jug . . . .
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Multiple Vitamins j I
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FROM STANDARD FURNITURF roO BLOCK YATES. i., i.
GRAND, PRIZE DRAW OCTOBER 4 ON C-FAX 1070. K
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.'V fe'B, " 
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...................w* ruvj wuigruoni, rour Diar
% Siowofi or Round Poolod Tomfilnos, Hu$l<y Dod Food or Minn Bv'
* fJltkW f\ti^ Pati/I 1/i r\ n a n/*» n r El n 1 i-\ i-k ft 4 « f. r«if. i.. ki.i.:.. r**. . tvi'jfl
Enter With Tbmo Produets; »
Bluo Bonnoi Mnrofirlno or ChIpliB, Fnb Doioraont, Four Star /















< „ .......~ B’ ”“ :r nvmny uug rooo or IHB
, :</< MowCot Food, KlntjOacarSardlnoa, Mott'nClomalo Juice, Purox 
Ty;, 4 (toll or ScotthTs Facial Tiaouos, Sun-R^po io Ounco Juices, 
, Tanfj CryBlola, VIP Dlflhwnshlna Liquid.
TO HjS|TFn
---AtlnfJh (0 thin entry, a laboi or tacoimllo from ono of tho 
products tinted above,
--Oopogll at _!Hiv Victoria Safeway Store or Standard
L
.Furniiuro. 700 Block Yatos,
-Deadline lo enter; Sat,, Sept, 30,1978,












Maphe Leaf I Special Menu
1 Cat Food
orHfntofMoiifi. $li OC|l^(''**'R8oofR. $ 
SUmd. I'lb. Fockogw..... JL •€#*/ | 1 kgOox.... J. •






POSTAL COPE........ ..............................ptTONE ...........
winner will tie niqiiired lo Hnswftr H skill leuilntj quailloh
Wt \ Wt imiW i WHiliL ^i|§f/. li'.;






























iI Yes! Your children can do better in schooi— 
right now.. .when you give them the right 
encyclopedia.^^^ ^
The one specially designed to help your chil-
The one that’s perfect for \he entire family. 
The New Illustrated Columbia Encyclopedia—with
easily. The one produced by one of America’s 
Igading uniyersity presses, cvyrittenfeand illustrated: 
so clearlyfeitiiTiakes even difficult subjects easy to; 
understand.'-
thousands of illustrations—is yours for just 79d 
for Volurne 1. Then, just $2.99 a volume after that.
Put one of the world’s finest teaching aids 
tighl in your home. It’s the right thing to do for : i 
your child: . ;for your entire family.'Because it’s 
the Pglhi encyclopedia.
® educator developed
• prepared by the world-famous 
Columbia University Press
• 24 magnificent volumes
• 5,000 illustrations — 3,000 in full color
• over 7,500 pages —- 50,000 articles
• rich, durable blue and gold binding






In All Your Friendly, Courteous Safeway 
Stores in Greater Victoria and Sidney.
IsiiiiilliSlii^SiiiiKH
" )>■
vi*wbm twii.KH MiMtm im
C AINJ AD A S A F E W AY LIMITED
